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Abstract

The continuous scaling down of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOS-

FET) has improved the performance of electronic appliances. Unfortunately, it has come to a

stage where further scaling of the MOSFET is no longer possible due to the physical and the

fabrication limitations. This has motivated researchers towards designing and fabricating novel

devices that can replace MOSFET technology. Carbon Nanotube Field-Effect Transistors, Single

Electron Tunneling Junctions, Nano-Magnetic Devices, andSpin Field-Effect Transistors are some

prospective candidates that could replace MOSFET devices.In this dissertation, we have studied

the computational performance of Nano−Magnetic Devices due to their attractive features such

as room temperature operation, high density, robustness towards thermal noise, radiation hardened

nature and low static power dissipation.

In this work, we have established that data can be propagatedin a causal fashion from a driver

cell to the driven cells. We have fabricated a ferromagneticwire architecture and used a magnetic

force microscopy (MFM) tip to provide localized magnetic inputs. This experiment validated two

important phenomena; (1) a clocking field is essential to propagate data and (2) upon removal of the

clocking field data can be propagated according to the input data.

Next, we have fabricated and captured MFM images of a nano-magnetic logic architecture

that has computed the majority of seven binary variables. The architecture was designed by in-

terconnecting three three-input majority logic gates withferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic wire

architectures. This seven input majority logic architecture can potentially implement eight different

logic functions that could be configured in real-time. All eight functions could be configured by

three control parameters in real-time (by writing logic oneor zero to them).

ix



Even though we observed error-free operations in nano-magnetic logic architectures, it became

clear that we needed better control (write/read/clock) over individual single layer nano-magnetic

devices for successful long-term operation. To address thewrite/clock/read problems, we designed

and fabricated a multilayer nano-magnetic device. We fabricated and performed a set of experiments

with patterned multilayer stacks of Co/Cu/Ni80Fe20 with a bottom layer having a perpendicular

magnetization to realize neighbor interactions between adjacent top layers of devices. Based on the

MFM images, we conclude that dipolar coupling between the top layers of the neighboring devices

can be exploited to construct three-input majority logic gates, antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic

wire architectures.

Finally, we have experimentally demonstrated a magnetic system that could be used to solve

quadratic optimization problems that arise in computer vision applications. We have harnessed

the energy minimization nature of a magnetic system to directly solve a quadratic optimization

process. We have fabricated a magnetic system corresponding to a real world image and have

identified salient features with true positive rate more than 85%. These experimental results feature

the potentiality of this unconventional computing method to develop a magnetic processor which

solves such complex problems in few clock cycles.

x



Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Technological advancements from the past couple of decadeshave revolutionized the life style

of humans. Smartphones have brought information to our fingertips; advancements in gaming con-

soles have incorporated movements and gestures into the virtual world; advance safety features in

automobiles have saved many human lives; global positioning systems have eased our transportation

by giving us turn-by-turn directions. All of these innovations were made possible by the rapid

evolution of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET).

Since their invention, MOSFETs have been scaled down in sizeto improve their performance [13,

83] and today their dimensions are in the nanometer range. Unfortunately further scaling of the

MOSFET is no longer possible due to physical, material and thermal limitations [29]. Reducing

the gate dielectric thickness has given rise to quantum tunneling and has caused unwanted leakage

currents [109]. Shortening the gate length has caused high off-state leakage current between source

and drain when the device is switched off [60]. Lowering the threshold voltage has made the

device susceptible to noise and has reduced the reliabilityof the device [24]. In order to control

short channel effects the doping concentration has been increased. Increasing dopant concentration

introduces effects on carrier mobility and band to band tunneling ultimately causing a negative

impact on the device performance [25]. It is a well-known fact that properties such as relative

dielectric constant, carrier saturation velocity, carrier mobility, breakdown field strength and con-

ductivity of a material change as the dimensions are scaled from micro to nanoranges [115]. It has

come to the point where the materials used in MOSFETs have reached their physical limits and the

device cannot produce the required characteristics for reliable performance. Furthermore, the power
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dissipation in a MOSFET has not scaled down with the size, butrather has increased [79]. When

the device is switched on, dynamic power is dissipated and when it is switched off, static power is

dissipated resulting in wasteful heat energy generation. Due to these (and many more) drawbacks

of MOSFETs, and to continue advancing technology, researchers and engineers are exploring novel

devices and computing paradigms [7, 12, 26, 30, 39, 123, 124]. Carbon Nanotube Field-Effect

Transistors (CNT-FETs), Nanowire Field-Effect Transistors (NW-FETs), Single Electron Tunneling

Junctions (SETJs), Electrical Quantum-dot Cellular Automata (EQCA), Molecular Switches, Spin

Field-Effect Transistors (SpinFETs) and Nano-Magnetic Devices are some prospective candidates

to take over the functionality of MOSFETs.

A CNT-FET is a three terminal device similar to a MOSFET. The only difference is that the

source and drain are connected with a carbon nanotube instead of the bulk substrate. Carbon

nanotubes have the capability of traversing electrons fromone end of the chanel to the other

without encountering any scattering events [125]. This is known as ballistic transportation [34].

Carbon nanotubes also have a high thermal stability [107] and are capable of carrying a high

current density [117]. These properties make a strong case for carbon nanotubes to be used as

the channel between the source and drain in a field effect transistor [68, 120]. However, placing

the carbon nanotube between the source and drain and controlling the chirality formation (metal or

semiconductor) are a few challenging tasks with respect to fabricating CNT-FETs [31]. A NW-FET

has a similar structure to a CNT-FET but utilizes a semiconductor nanowire instead of a carbon

nanotube as for the channel. Semiconductor nanowires have similar properties to carbon nanotubes,

thus making them an intuitive candidate to function as a channel between the source and drain in

a field effect transistor [46, 80]. They also have the abilityto be doped with a p-type or n-type

material which allows for the assembly of p-type and n-type NW-FETs [38]. However, the inability

to control size of a nanowire and to place the nanowire between the source and drain are a couple

of the drawbacks with this device [31].

SETs have also been studied by many in [21, 28, 47, 49, 52, 53, 74, 92] as a replacement

for MOSFETs. The working principle of a SET is the diffusion of a single electron through a

barrier. The SET is constructed by sandwiching a thin insulator between two conductors. The two
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conductors act as the source and drain. When an adequate amount of voltage is biased with the

source terminal it is possible for the electrons in the source region to tunnel through the barrier

layer and enter into the drain region. The prevention of additional electrons tunneling through is

known as Coulomb blockade [36]. By allowing a single electron to tunnel through the barrier it

is possible to switch on and off the device. Even though SETs consume less power and operate at

fast speeds they are susceptible to noise. This makes the SETan unreliable device for long-term

successful operation [124].

EQCA is another emerging computational device [57, 77, 89, 103]. These devices utilize

electrostatic forces between electrons to process and propagate information. An EQCA is shaped

like a square and has a quantum dot in each corner. In each EQCAcell there are two mobile

electrons that can only traverse between the quantum dots within the cell. The two electrons in

a cell will always arrange themselves to an energetically favorable configuration. Based on these

configurations we can represent Boolean logic 1 and 0. If two EQCA cells are brought close enough

for Coulombic interactions to take place between the electrons of different cells then it is possible

to process information. Arranging EQCA cells in different formations allows the realization of

different logic functions. EQCA shows a promise in ultralowpower consumption, non-volatility

and reconfigurability, but unfortunately it only functionsproperly in very low temperatures.

A molecular switch is another emerging device that can be used to realize Boolean logic [14,

32, 33, 91, 100]. Molecules that can be reversibly configuredinto two states by a change in the

external environment are used for molecular switches. Based on the configuration of the molecule

these devices will have a one-way flow of current [69, 100] or no flow at all. The key advantage

of these devices is that they can be self-assembled. Unfortunately, interconnecting the molecules to

electrodes is a challenging task.

SpinFETs are also three terminal devices similar to MOSFETs. Unlike in the MOSEFT, the

source and drain in a SpinFET are made of ferromagnetic materials that have the same fixed

magnetization. The electrons that are injected into the substrate (dilute magnetic semiconductor)

by the source have definite spin direction. If the spin direction changes then the electron cannot

enter the drain. The spin direction of the electron can be changed by the gate voltage induced
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magnetic field. Based on the spin directions of the electronsa current will flow through the device

switching it on or otherwise switching it off [23, 106]. These devices have low power consumption,

good noise margins and operate at high speeds. Unfortunately, it has become a challenging task to

inject electrons with a unidirectional spin into the substrate.

Nano-magnetic devices have also harnessed the spin property of an electron to compute data [6,

11, 17, 18, 76, 88]. The fundamental computing element of a nano-magnetic device is a single

domain magnet with dimensions in the nano regime. These devices process data through magnetic

field interactions with their nearest neighbors and they store data in their magnetization states.

Based on the arrangement of the nano-magnetic devices it is possible to implement complex com-

putation [40, 78, 87, 111]. Nano-magnetic devices have manyattractive features. Nano-magnetic

devices operate in room temperature, unlike other devices which operate in very low temperatures.

These devices require very low static power, which reduces the power consumption and increases

the on time of the appliance. Since these devices can be scaled to small dimensions, the device

density increases and the size and weight of the electronic appliance decreases. Radiation hard-

ness is another major advantage of nano-magnetic devices over other emerging devices. Reliable

computation under the influence of radiation (extreme environments) is very important for satellites

and other space equipment. Nano-magnetic devices are also robust towards thermal noise. Many

emerging devices are hard to fabricate but nano-magnetic devices are defect tolerant and can be

easily fabricated with a lithography process. Due to these and many other promising features, we

have focused the research in this dissertation towards the development of nano-magnetic devices as

a long-term successful computational element.

Cowburnet al. [17] were the first to demonstrate the propagation of information along magnetic

wire in room temperature. They used a clock scheme to propagate a magnetic soliton. A soliton

occurs when two closely placed single domain magnets have anti-parallel magnetization, and moves

along the array through a sequential magnetization reversal. The single domain magnets used in

this experiment were cylindrical and had no shape anisotropy. Bernsteinet al. [6] experimented

with single domain magnets that were fabricated into a rectangular prism shape. This introduced

shape anisotropy and was able to enumerate logic 0 and logic 1along the magnetic easy axis.
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Bernsteinet al. [6] reported a perfect antiferromagnetic ordering along a 64 magnet-long chain.

The first functioning magnetic majority gate was demonstrated by Imreet al. [40]. They presented

magnetic force microscopy (MFM) images of all possible combinations of majority logic. Alamet

al. [3] demonstrated an on-chip clocking system, which changesthe magnetic moment of a magnet

when 680mA of current is passed through the copper wire which the magnets were fabricated on.

Vargaet al. [111] demonstrated the ability of a fan-out signal in nano-magnetic logic architectures

and Pulecioet al. [87] demonstrated a coplanar crosswire system which has theability to transfer

data over an intersection without any data loss.

1.2 Contribution

In this research we have explored the viability of using nano-magnetic devices as computational

elements. Even though nano-magnetic devices have major advantages over other emerging devices

there are a few shortcomings which need to be addressed. Writing data on to the input device,

clocking the devices at the correct sequence and reading data from the output device are a few

issues that we have addressed. The contributions of the dissertation are:

• The first contribution was to establish that data can be propagated in a causal fashion from

a driver cell to the driven cells. We experimented with a ferromagnetic wire having a pair

of nano-magnetic devices which were 20nm apart. We used a MFM tip, resulting in an 8

mT field, to switch the magnetization of one of the nano-magnetic devices. Even though

the individual magnet switched its magnetization, the neighbor remained unchanged. This

experimentally validates the observation made by Csabaet al. [18] that a clocking field is

necessary for the neighbor interaction. Finally, we used a DC electromagnet with a field of 45

mT , to provide an out-of-plane clocking field. We observed two important phenomena; (1)

the input field was reduced up to 2.5 mT to reverse the magnetization and (2) upon removal

the hard axis field, the neighbor nano-magnetic device reversed its magnetization according

to the input.
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• The second contribution was to fabricate and capture MFM images of a nano-magnetic logic

architecture that computed the majority of seven Boolean variables. The architecture has

ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic wires to propagate data and three three-input majority

logic gates to process data. This seven input majority logicarchitecture can potentially

implement eight different logic functions that could be configured in real-time. All eight

functions could be configured by three control parameters inreal-time (by writing logic one

or zero in them). To this date this is the largest nano-magnetic logic architecture fabricated

and has been reported with no magnetic frustrations.

• Even though we observed error-free operations in single layer nano-magnetic logic architec-

tures, it became clear that we needed better control (write/read/clock) over individual single

layer nano-magnetic devices in the system for successful long-term operation. To address this

we moved from single layer nano-magnetic devices to multilayer nano-magnetic devices. The

third contribution was to fabricate and perform a set of experiments with a multilayer stack of

Co t=0.4nm/Cu t=4nm/Ni80Fe20 t=5nm with a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy bottom layer to

realize neighbor interactions between adjacent free top layers of devices. Based on the MFM

images we conclude that dipolar coupling between the free layers of the neighboring devices

can be exploited to construct local elements like three-input majority logic gates, inverters

and interconnects.

• The final contribution of this dissertation was to harness the energy minimization nature

of a magnetic system to solve a quadratic optimization problem, especially those arising

in computer vision applications. We have fabricated a magnetic system corresponding to

an image and have identified the salient features in the imagewith a true positive rate of

more than 85%. These experimental results display the potentiality of this unconventional

computing method to develop a magnetic processor which can solve such complex problems

in few clock cycles.
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1.3 Outline of the Dissertation

The outline of this dissertation is as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides a summary of magnetic materials and magnetism at nanoscale.

• Chapter 3 provides the fabrication and characterization methodology of nano-magnetic de-

vices.

• Chapter 4 shows the experimental demonstration of data propagation in a ferromagnetic wire

architecture.

• Chapter 5 shows the design, fabrication and experimental observation of seven-input majority

logic architecture.

• Chapter 6 shows a multilayer nano-magnetic device that can address the write, clock and read

problems in this technology.

• Chapter 7 provides an experimental demonstration of harnessing the energy minimization

nature of magnetic systems to solve complex quadratic optimization problems that arise in

computer vision applications.

• Chapter 8 provides the conclusion of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2: Magnetic Materials and Magnetism

This may sound surprising, but all matter possesses magnetic properties. The most appropriate

way to categorize magnetic properties of materials is by comparing their magnetic response in the

presence of an external magnetic field. The properties of a magnetic structure are also affected

at different length scales. The magnetic properties at macroscale are quite different from that of

the nanoscale. In this chapter we discuss a summary of each magnetic class and magnetism at the

nanoscale.

2.1 Classes of Magnetic Material

The electron is an elementary particle that holds an orbitalmotion around a nucleus and a spin

motion around its own axis. These rotational motions of an electron and how electrons interact with

one another are the primary cause for magnetism in all materials. However, magnetic properties

change from one material to another due to the collective behavior of atoms.

Materials are classified into five classes of magnetic materials according to their magnetic

response in the presence of an external magnetic field. Experiments have demonstrated that when a

material is placed in the presence of an external magnetic field it experiences a magnetic moment.

If the external magnetic field is represented by a vectorH and the magnetization (magnetic moment

per unit volume) is represented with the vectorM, then for most materials the relation between these

two vectors is expressed as:

M = χH (2.1)
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whereχ is the magnetic susceptibility of a material [4, 105]. If themagnetic induction is denoted

by the vectorB then Maxwells equation in International System (SI) of units is expressed as:

B = µ0(H+M) (2.2)

B = µH (2.3)

where

µ = µ0(1+ χ) (2.4)

andµ is the magnetic permeability [4, 105].

Materials that fit to the relation in Eqn. 2.1 are categorizedinto two classes. They are diamag-

netic materials and paramagnetic materials. Diamagnetic materials have no net magnetization in

the absence of an external magnetic field and have a negative magnetic susceptibility. Paramagnetic

materials also have no net magnetization in the absence of anexternal magnetic field but they have

a positive magnetic susceptibility. Materials that do not fit to the relation in Eqn. 2.1 are categorized

into three classes. They are ferromagnetic materials, ferrimagnetic materials and antiferromagnetic

material. These materials have a more complicated relationbetween magnetization and applied

field. In fact the magnetization is dependent on the history of the applied magnetic field. Ma-

terials that fall in the ferromagnetic class have a net magnetization and a positive magnetization

in the absence and presence of an external magnetic field, respectively. Ferrimagnetic materials

have antiparallel magnetization in the sublattices with dissimilar magnitudes causing a small net

magnetization in the absence of an external magnetic field and a positive magnetization in the

presence of an external magnetic field. The materials that have antiparallel and similar magnitudes

of magnetization in the sublattices fall in the antiferromagnetic class.
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2.1.1 Diamagnetism

The phenomenon of having a magnetization in the opposite direction to an applied external

magnetic field caused by the material is known as diamagnetism. This effect is seen in all materials

but the ones that do not have any other magnetic behavior are categorized as diamagnetic materials.

Diamagnetism occurs in materials that have atomic or molecular orbitals that are either filled or

empty [104]. Noble gasses, water, calcite and quartz are examples of diamagnetic materials. Dia-

magnetic materials possess zero magnetization in the absence of an external magnetic field. The

other magnetic property of diamagnetic materials is that their magnetic susceptibility is temperature

independent and has a negative value causing then an opposing magnetization to the applied external

magnetic field.

2.1.2 Paramagnetism

The phenomenon of having a magnetization in the same direction as to the applied external

magnetic field caused by the material is known as paramagnetism. These materials are known as

paramagnetic materials. In paramagnetic materials the individual magnetic moments have a non-

zero value because of the unpaired electrons in the partially filled orbitals. However, these moments

are weakly coupled with each other and thermal energy causesthem to randomly align. This results

in a zero net magnetization in the absence of an external magnetic field [104]. In the presence

of an external magnetic field the magnetic moments align withthe applied external magnetic field

causing a net magnetization. In paramagnetic materials themagnetic susceptibility takes a positive

value and is inversely proportional to the temperature. Montmorillonite, Nontronite, Biotite and

Siderite are a few paramagnetic materials.
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2.1.3 Ferromagnetism

The phenomenon of having a non-zero net magnetization in theabsence of an external magnetic

field is known as ferromagnetism. These materials are known as ferromagnetic materials. Ferromag-

netic materials have 3d orbitals that are unfilled with electrons causing strong non-zero magnetic

moments. These magnetic moments are strongly coupled with their neighbors causing a magnetic

remanence or a spontaneous magnetization [104]. The strongcoupling forces, known as exchange

forces, extend to certain nanoscale distances and results in domain-like structures in the material.

Ferromagnetic materials are also temperature dependent. If the temperature is increased such that

the exchange forces are overcome by thermal energy, then thealignment of the magnetic moments

would become random and cause a zero net magnetization. Thistemperature is called the Curie

temperature. Ferromagnetic materials have another uniqueproperty. They have the ability to retain

information of an applied external magnetic field. This behavior is called as hysteresis and has made

the relation between magnetization and applied external magnetic field complicated. Cobalt, Iron

and Permalloy are a few ferromagnetic materials. Researchers and engineers have taken advantage

of the magnetic properties in ferromagnetic materials to construct electronic devices which store

and compute information.

2.1.4 Ferrimagnetism

The phenomenon of ferrimagnetism arises in materials that have sublattices with an antiparallel

alignment and dissimilar magnetic moments causing a net magnetization in the absence of an

external magnetic field. This occurs because of dissimilar atoms or ions in the materials causing

superexchange interactions between sublattices [104]. Materials with ferrimagnetic properties are

known as ferrimagnetic materials. Similar to ferromagnetic materials, these materials also have

remanence, hysteresis and a curie temperature. Magnetite and Barium Ferrite are a couple examples

of ferrimagnetic materials.
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2.1.5 Antiferromagnetism

Anitferromagnetism can be seen in materials that have sublattices with an antiparallel align-

ment and equal magnetic moments causing a zero net magnetization. Materials that demonstrate

antiferromagnetism are known as antiferromagnetic materials. When the temperature of an antifer-

romagnetic material is increased above the Neel temperature, antiferromagnetism vanishes and the

material behaves as paramagnetic material [104]. Hamatite, Chromium and Iron Manganese are a

few antiferromagnetic materials.

2.2 Magnetism at the Nanoscale

Magnetism is a property of all materials that arises from theangular motion of the electrons

in the material. The angular momentum of an electron is a combination of its intrinsic angular

momentum, or spin and orbital angular momentum. In quantum mechanics the intrinsic angular

momentum and the orbital angular momentum are defined with quantum numbers〈s〉 and 〈l〉,

respectively. The quantum number for the spin magnetic moment is expressed as:

〈ms〉=−gs
µB

h̄
〈s〉 (2.5)

h̄ =
h

2π
(2.6)

whereh is the Planck constant,µB is the Bohr magnetron andgs is the Lande g-factor for the spin

moment [4, 105]. The quantum number for the orbital magneticmoment is expressed as:

〈mo〉=−gl
µB

h̄
〈l〉 (2.7)
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h̄ =
h

2π
(2.8)

whereh is the Planck constant,µB is the Bohr magnetron andgl is the Lande g-factor for the orbital

moment [4, 105]. The quantum number for the total magnetic moment is the addition of the spin

magnetic moment and the orbital magnetic moment. It is expressed as:

〈mtotal〉=−
µB

h̄
(gs 〈s〉+gl 〈l〉) (2.9)

In a material where there is a collection of electrons, the individual magnetic moments of the

electrons would interact with each other to minimize the total magnetic energy in the material.

Similarly in the presence of an applied external field the magnetic moments would interact to

minimize the total energy in the system. In the remaining part of this section, we will discuss

the different energies that contribute to the total magnetic energy in a material and the magnetic

dynamics to reduce the magnetic energy.

2.2.1 Exchange Energy

Exchange energy arises due to the magnetic coupling, or the exchange interaction between

the nearest neighboring magnetic moments. Exchange interaction is only seen in ferromagnetic,

ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials. This is not seen in diamagnetic or paramagnetic

materials. In ferromagnetic materials the exchange interaction takes a positive value causing the

magnetic moments to align in a parallel configuration. In ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic

materials the exchange interaction takes a negative value causing the magnetic moments to align

in an antiparallel configuration. The exchange energy is proportional to the dot product between

two magnetic moments and is expressed as:

Eex =−Jexmi ·mj (2.10)
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whereJes is the exchange interaction which is dependent of the temperature and the distance be-

tween the magnetic moments.mi andmj are the magnetic moments of two nearest neighbors. The

magnetic moments would try to align with each other to minimize exchange energy.

2.2.2 Zeeman Energy

Zeeman energy arises when a magnetic moment is affected withan external magnetic field.

The Zeeman energy is proportional to the dot product betweenthe external magnetic field and the

magnetic moment and is expressed as:

EZeeman =−m ·Hext (2.11)

wherem is the magnetic moment andHext is the external magnetic field. When a magnetic moment

experienceâ̆AŹs an external magnetic field it will try to align itself with the external magnetic field

in order to minimize the Zeeman energy.

2.2.3 Magnetostatic Energy

Magnetostatic energy arises due to the interaction of the material with itself. Basically, a mag-

netic field is created inside the material opposing the magnetic field created by magnetic moments.

This magnetic field is known as the demagnetizing field. The magentostatic energy is the volume

integral of the dot product between a magnetic moment and thedemagnetizing field and is expressed

as:

Ems =−
1
2

∫

V
m ·Hd dV (2.12)

wherem is the magnetic moment,Hd is the demagnetizing field andV is the volume of the material.
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2.2.4 Anisotropy Energy

The dependence of magnetization on the direction in which itis measured is known as magnetic

anisotropy. The magnetic anisotropy of a material is dependent on the crystalline structure, shape,

surface, growth procedure and strain. Based on sources of anisotropies in a material the magnetiza-

tion would ease to a direction to minimize the magnetic energy. This axis is known as the easy axis.

The anisotropy energy(Eae) is a result of magnetic anisotropy.

2.2.5 Dynamics of Magnetization

The magnetization direction of a magnet would ease in such a way as to minimize the total

magnetic energy in the system. The total magnetic energy is the summation of the exchange,

Zeeman, magnetostatic and anisotropy energies. To understand how the magnetization would reach

a position that would minimize the total magnetic energy, weneed to look into the magnetization

dynamics. The magnetization dynamics are described by Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation and it is

expressed as:

dM
dt

=
−γ

1+α
(M ×Heff)−

αγ
Ms(1+α2)

[M × (M ×Heff)] (2.13)

whereM is the magnetization andHeff is the effective magnetic field.α is the intrinsic damping

constant andγ is the gyromagnetic ratio. The first term in Eqn. 2.13 causes the magnetization to

precess around the effective field. The second term in Eqn. 2.13 force the magnetization to move

towards the effective field. The effective field is derived from the total magnetic energy and is

expressed as:

Heff =−
1
µ0

dEtotal

dM
(2.14)
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whereµ0 is the magnetic permeability andEtotal is the total magnetic energy. The total magnetic

energy is the summation of all the different magnetic energies in a material.

Etotal = Eex +EZeeman +Ems+Eae (2.15)

whereEex is the exchange energy,EZeeman is the Zeeman energy,Ems is the magnetostatic energy

andEas is the anisotropic energy.
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Chapter 3: Fabrication and Characterization of Nano-Magnetic Devices

To fabricate nano-magnetic devices we have used an electronbeam lithography process to pattern

the devices, an electron beam evaporation process to deposit the soft ferromagnetic material and a

liftoff process to remove the unwanted material. To identify defect free nano-magnetic devices we

used a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and a scanning probe microscope in the atomic force

microscope (AFM) mode for topological characterization. Once the defect free nano-magnetic

devices were identified we used a scanning probe microscope in the magnetic force microscope

(MFM) mode to take qualitative magnetic measurements.

3.1 Background

To address today′s sophisticated markets needs for better electronic appliances engineers and

researchers have continuously miniaturized the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor

(MOSFET) transistor for better energy efficiency, higher speed, more reliability and lower the cost.

Unfortunately it has reached its physical limitations and further miniaturizing is not possible. To

overcome this problem researchers are looking into novel computing devices that could augment

the existing MOSFET technology. Carbon Nanotube Field-Effect Transistors, Single Electron Tun-

neling Junctions, Nano-Magnetic Devices, and Spin Field-Effect Transistor are some prospective

candidates to replace MOSFET devices. Due to the nonvolatile nature, low static power dissipation,

radiation hardness and room temperature operation, nano-magnetic devices have high potential to

replace or coexist with existing MOSFET technology.
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Nano-magnetic device come in many shapes [41]. Cowburnet al. [17] have worked with circular

nano-magnetic devices, Bernsteinet al. [6] have worked with rectangular nano-magnetic devices

and Lambsonet al. [54] have worked with elliptical nano-magnetic device. Thefabrication method

of all these nano-magnetic devices is the same. In this dissertation we have worked with rectangular

and circular nano-magnetic devices.

Rectangular nano-magnetic devices are magnets that have been shape engineered into rectan-

gular prisms which have dimensions of 100nm x 50 nm x 10 nm that exhibit a single magnetic

domain. These devices preserve Boolean information in their two dominant magnetization states

and compute information through magnetic field-coupled interactions with its nearest neighbors.

For adequate magnetic field-coupling with its neighbors, these devices need to be placed close

to each other such that the spacing between two devices should not be more than 20nm. Due

to the size of these nano-magnetic devices and their specialarrangement it is not possible to use

conventional optical lithography techniques [42, 67] to fabricate these devices. It is possible to

pattern and fabricate nano structures with other alternative methods such as X-ray lithography [35],

ion beam lithography [116] and electron beam lithography [112] which do not have the diffraction

constrains as optical lithography. To pattern the nano-magnetic devices in this dissertation we have

used the electron beam lithography method. Electron beam lithography has many advantages over

the other methods. As the name implies it uses a focused beam of electrons as the exposure source

and since electrons have a much smaller wavelength than photons it is possible to perform high

resolution lithography. Another advantage is the large depth of focus.

To fabricate the nano-magnetic devices we have used a bottomup approach. To design the

nano-magnetic devices and to configure their special arrangements (patterns), we have used a

computer-aided design (CAD) software. As for the substratewe have used an n-type<100>

Silicon wafer primarily due to its lack of magnetic responseand extremely smooth surface which

facilitates uniform growth of magnetic thin films. To transfer the patterns of the nano-magnetic

devices via electron beam lithography, we have coated the wafer with an electron sensitive resist.

Electron sensitive resist can be categorized in to two main categories, which are positive resist and

negative resist. Due to the nature of the pattern of the nano-magnetic devices we have used a positive
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resist. There are many positive tone electron beam resists available commercially. We have used

poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) since it has good adhesion with the substrate surface, ultra-high

resolution, high contrast, low swelling during development and gives reproducible results [121].

The PMMA we used has a molecular weight of 950000g/gmol. To achieve the desired low

thickness, PMMA was mixed with Anisole. When PMMA is exposedto an electron beam the

electrons generate adequate energy to dissociate the C-C bonds resulting with lower molecular

weight segments from the original polymer [72]. These lowermolecular weight compounds dissolve

more easily in the developer solvents than the unexposed PMMA. We have used Methyl Isobutyl

Ketone (MIBK) and Isopropanol (IPA) with 3 to 1 ratio as the developer solvent to obtain best

selectivity [122] among the exposed and unexposed PMMA. Thenano-magnetic devices were

made of soft ferromagnetic material to enable easy switching between the two stable magnetization

states. The soft ferromagnetic material we have used is Permalloy. Permalloy is a magnetic alloy

made of Nickel and Iron (Ni80Fe20). A Thin layer of ferromagnetic films can be deposited by

chemical or physical vapor deposition methods. To deposit Pemalloy on the substrate we have used

electron beam evaporation, which is a physical vapor deposition method. Electron beam evaporation

facilitates line of sight deposition which assists in the final liftoff process to remove the unwanted

material and also preserves the stoichiometry of Permolloy[55]. The final step of fabricating the

nano-magnetic devices involves a liftoff process which selectively removes the unwanted material

from the substrate. To selectively remove the unexposed PMMA and preserve the Permalloy thin

film on the Silicon wafer surface we dipped the sample in an Acetone bath. To enhance the liftoff

process the Acetone bath was heated and assisted with an ultrasonic agitation.

Fabrication of nano-magnetic devices comprises of six mainsteps. Fig. 3.1 shows brief flow

diagram of the fabrication process. In the proceeding section a detail description of each fabrication

step involved in fabricating nano-magnetic devices are given. To characterize the nano-magnetic

device we have used a SEM and scanning probe microscope in theAFM mode. To observe

magnetization states of the nano-magnetic devices we have used a scanning probe microscope in

the MFM mode. A detailed description of the characterization is given in section 3.3.
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Figure 3.1: A flow diagram to fabricate single layer nano-magnetic devices.
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3.2 Fabrication Process

Fabrication of nano-magnetic devices involves six steps. The flow diagram in Fig. 3.1 shows the

fabrication steps. As for the substrate we have used an n-type,<100>, 2 inch Silicon wafer. The

first step involves cleaning the Silicon wafer. To clean the Silicon wafer we have used a standard

RCA cleaning procedure. The second step involves spin coating the Silicon wafer with PMMA.

Exposing the Silicon wafer with an electron beam to produce the desired patterns is the third step.

Once the exposure is completed the next step is to develop thesample in a developer solution. In

the fifth step a uniform layer of Permalloy was evaporated on to the Silicon wafer. The final step

involves the liftoff procedure to remove the unwanted material from the Silicon wafer leaving the

nano-magnetic logic devices. A detail description of each fabrication step is described next in this

section.

3.2.1 Step 1. Substrate Cleaning Procedure

To clean the Silicon wafer we have used a standard RCA cleaning procedure. The RCA cleaning

procedure removes all organic, ionic, oxide and heavy metalcontaminants from the surface of the

Silicon wafer. The procedure has three cleaning solutions.The first solution contains Ammonium

Hydroxide, Hydrogen Peroxide and water. This solution removes all organic contamination from the

surface. The second solution was a Hydrogen Fluoride solution which removes metallic contamina-

tion and oxide from the surface. The final solution was a mixture of Hydrochloric acid, Hydrogen

Peroxide and water. This removes all ionic and heavy metal contamination from the surface. In

between each solution the wafer was dipped in deionized water to remove any residues from the

previous solution. Finally the wafer was dried with Nitrogen gas. A detail description of each step

in the RCA cleaning procedure is described in Table. 3.1.
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Table 3.1: RCA cleaning procedure.

Step Process Description

1 Rinse wafer with Deionizer water. Rinses off any superficial particles.

2 Dip in NH4OH : H2O2 : H2O (1:1:5)

(SC1) at 60oC for 10 minutes.

Removes insoluble organic contaminants.

3 Rinse wafer with deionizer water. Rinses off any residue.

4 Dip in HF (50:1) for 20 seconds. Removes native oxide layers.

5 Rinse the wafer with deionizer water. Rinses off any residue.

6 Dip in HCl : H2O2 : H2O (1:1:6) (SC1)

at 60oC for 10 minutes.

Removes ionic and heavy metal contami-

nants.

7 Rinse wafer with deionizer water. Rinses off any residue.

8 Dry with Nitrogen Gas. Removes moisture off the wafer.

3.2.2 Step 2. Resist Coating Procedure

Spin coating the Silicon wafer with PMMA is a key step in the fabrication procedure. The

thickness of the PMMA is crucial for the liftoff procedure. As a rule of thumb, the thickness of

the PMMA should be more than three times the thickness of the nano-magnetic device. Since the

nano-magnetic devices have a thickness of about 10nm we anticipated the thickness of PMMA to

be about 30nm - 40 nm. To achieve this thickness PMMA was dissolved in Anisole prior to spin

coating on the Silicon wafer. To spin coat the PMMA we have used a Laurell Technologies WS-

400A-8NPP/Lite Spin Processor. Once the resist was spun over the silicon wafer, the Silicon wafer

was soft baked in a furnace at 170oC for 30 minutes to remove any excess solvents. The procedure

used for PMMA coating is given in Table. 3.2.
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Table 3.2: Resist coating procedure.

Step Process & Description

1 Place wafer on the spinner and a drop of PMMA/Anisole on the wafer.

2 Pre-ramp up: 0 - 500 rpm in 5 seconds.

3 Ramp up: 500 - 6000 rpm in 10 seconds.

4 Spin: 6000 rpm for 45 seconds.

5 Ramp down: 6000 - 0 rpm in 15 seconds.

6 Soft bake: 170oC for 30 minutes to remove solvent.

3.2.3 Step 3. Electron Beam Lithography Procedure

To pattern the nano-magnetic devices on the resist we have used an electron beam lithography

technique to achieve high resolution lithography. To expose the resist to an electron beam we

used a Hitachi SU-70 scanning electron microscope that was retrofitted with a Nanometer Pattern

Generation System (NPGS) by JC Nabity Lithography Systems.The pattern of the nano-magnetic

devices was designed on DesignCAD 2000 NT and was saved in a format recognized by NPGS.

Once the patterns were designed and the Silicon wafer coatedwith PMMA was mounted in the

SEM chamber, the SEM was operated at 30kV and the electron beam was aligned, stigmatized

and focused to achieve the optimum resolution. The optimum condition for writing the pattern

was determined by growing contamination spots on the PMMA resist prior to patterning the nano-

magnetic logic devices. Such a spot with a diameter of 20nm is shown in the SEM image in

Fig 3.2. Once the optimum conditions were reached the patterns were written on the resist. A detail

description of the electron beam lithography procedure is given in Table. 3.3.
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Figure 3.2: SEM image of a contamination spot grown by an optimized electron beam.

Table 3.3: The electron beam lithography procedure.

Step Process & Description

1 Mark a specific location on the sample and insert it into the SEM chamber

2 Operating voltage 30kV , working distance<5mm, optimize condenser lens,

objective and anode aperture values.

3 Focus and stigmate the beam, align the apertures and increase the magnification

until magnification is x800000 and measure beam current.

4 Insert electron-beam current, dose, line spacing and center to center distance values

to the NPGS system.

5 Run the CAD pattern of the nano-magnetic devices in the unexposed resist area.

6 Shutdown the system and remove sample from the SEM chamber.

3.2.4 Step 4. Development Procedure

The objective in this procedure was to remove the exposed PMMA from the Silicon wafer. The

difference between the exposed and unexposed PMMA is the molecular weight of the polymer. The

exposed PMMA has lower molecular weight while the unexposedhas higher molecular weight. The

developer solvent dissolves the polymer with the lower molecular weight. We have used a mixture of
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MIBK and IPA with a 3 to 1 ratio as the developer solution. The sample was dipped in the developer

solution for 60 seconds to dissolve the exposed PMMA. We haveoptimized the concentration

and the duration of the procedure to attain perfect exclusion of the exposed PMMA leaving the

unexposed PMMA on the Silicon wafer. Once the sample is takenout from the developer solution,

it was rinsed with IPA and dried with Nitrogen gas. The complete procedure of the development is

given in Table. 3.4.

Table 3.4: Resist development procedure.

Step Process Description

1 Development Methyl isobutyl ketone : Isopropanol - 1:3 for 60 seconds.

2 Rinse 20 seconds in an Isopropanol bath.

3 Dry Aerate with Nitrogen gas.

3.2.5 Step 5. Ferromagnetic Film Deposition Procedure

To fabricate the nano-magnetic devices we have used Permalloy as a soft ferromagnetic material.

To deposit a uniform thin film of Permalloy on the sample we used a Varian Model 980-2462

Electron Beam Evaporator. The sample was mounted in the chamber of the evaporator and then

the chamber was then pumped down to a pressure of 2µTorr. Once the chamber reached high

vacuum level the electron filament was powered on. In the electron beam evaporator the Permalloy

source was heated by the energy provided from the electron beam until it was vaporized. Once the

Permalloy source was uniformly heated the shutter was opened and the deposition took place. We

evaporated 10nm of Permaloy onto the sample at a rate of 1 - 2 Ås−1.
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3.2.6 Step 6. Liftoff Procedure

This is the final step in the fabrication process of nano-magnetic devices. In this step, we

selectively remove the unwanted material. In this case the unwanted materials are the unexposed

PMMA and the Permalloy on the unexposed PMMA. We want to preserve the Permalloy that was

deposited on the Silicon surface. We have used Acetone to selectively remove the organic resist

and to preserve the ferromagnetic material on the sample. The unexposed PMMA easily dissolves

in Acetone and the Permalloy on top of the unexposed PMMA is also removed synchronously. We

dipped the sample in an Acetone bath for 10 minutes. To enhance the removal we agitated the

sample in a heated ultrasonic bath. Once the liftoff was completed the sample was rinsed with IPA

and dried with Nitrogen gas. A detail description of the liftoff procedure is given in Table. 3.5.

Table 3.5: Liftoff procedure.

Step Process Description

1 Liftoff Agitate the sample for 10 minutes in a warm ultrasonic bath of

Acetone.

2 Rinse 5 seconds in a Isopropanol.

3 Dry Aerate with Nitrogen gas.

3.3 Characterization Process

Characterization of nano-magnetic devices includes topological and magnetic inspection. Topo-

logical inspection allows us to identify the defect free nano-magnetic devices. The defect free nano-

magnetic devices are then subjected to magnetic inspectionto analyses the magnetizations states.

Based on the magnetization states of the nano-magnetic devices we can understand and implement

computations.
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For topological inspection we use a SEM and scanning probe microscope in the AFM mode. A

Hitachi SU-70 SEM operating at 30kV was used to obtain lateral measurements of nano-magnetic

devices. The working distance of the SEM was reduced to 5mm to obtain high resolution SEM

images of the nano-magnetic devices. To obtain thickness measurements of the nano-magnetic

devices we used a VEECO DI300 scanning probe microscope in the AFM mode. A Silicon probe

with an angle of 220 and an apex with a radius of 20nm was mounted onto the scanning probe

microscope. The AFM imformation was also used to measure theroughness of the surface of the

nano-magnetic devices. Combining the SEM measurements andAFM measurements we were able

to identify defect free nano-magnetic devices.

For magnetic inspections of the nano-magnetic devices we used a VEECO DI300 scanning

probe microscope in the MFM mode. A magnetic probe was mounted on the scanning probe

microscope. There are three types of magnetic probes: Standard moment (coercivity: 400 Oe., mo-

ment: 1e−13 EMU), low moment (coercivity:<400 Oe., moment 0.3e−13 EMU) and low coercivity

(coercivity: < 10 Oe., moment:< 1e−13 EMU). We used a low moment magnetic probe to obtain

high resolution magnetic images of the nano-magnetic logicdevices. We used these MFM images

of nano-magnetic devices to identify frustration free magnetic systems and realize computation.
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Chapter 4: Driving Nano-Magnetic Devices for Data Propagation

Single domain magnets serve as an excellent mechanism to store and preserve Boolean infor-

mation. The work in this chapter is an effort to establish that data cannot only be stored and altered

as in memory but also can be propagated in a causal fashion from the driver to the driven cell in

presence of an external field. We have experimented with a ferromagnetic wire having a pair of

nano-magnetic devices, which were 20nm apart. A MFM tip, resulting in 8mT field was used to

switch the magnetization of one of the nano-magnetic devices. Even though the individual nano-

magnetic device switched its magnetization, the neighbor remained unchanged. This experimentally

validates the observation made by Csabaet al. [18] that a clocking field is necessary for the neighbor

interaction. Finally, we used a DC electromagnet with a fieldof 45 mT , to provide an out-of-plane

clocking field. We observed two important phenomena: (1) theinput field was reduced up to 2.5

mT to reverse the magnetization and (2) upon removal of the hardaxis field, the neighbor magnet

reversed its magnetization according to the input.

The work in this chapter is published in [45] and reused here by permission (see Appendix A).

The contributors to this publication are D. K. Karunaratne,J. Pulecio and S. Bhanja.

4.1 Background

Recently, a significant interest has arisen to use magnetismand magnetic materials for com-

putation and computation devices, respectively. Boolean logic information is enumerated in the

magnetization in the nano-magnetic device. Cowburnet al. [17] were the first to experimentally

demonstrate logic operation and information propagation at room temperature using nano-magnetic
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devices. The nano-magnetic devices used in this experimentwere cylindrical and had no shape

anisotropy. Bernsteinet al. [6] experimented with nano-magnetic devices that were fabricated into

a rectangular prism shape. This introduced shape anisotropy and was able to enumerate logic 0

and logic 1 along the magnetic easy axis. Bernsteinet al. [6] reported a perfect antiferromagnetic

ordering along a 64 magnet-long chain. Imreet al. [40] were the first to design a nano-magnetic

logic architecture and experimentally demonstrated a universal logic gate that can compute the

majority of three Boolean inputs or even operate as a NOR or NAND gates by fixing the third input

to either logic 1 or 0. They presented MFM images of all possible combinations of majority logic.

Vargaet al. [111] demonstrated the ability of a fan-out signal in nano-magnetic logic architectures

and Pulecioet al. [87] demonstrated a coplanar crosswire system which has theability to transfer

data over an intersection without any data loss. However, inthese set of experiments [6, 17, 40, 87,

111], the nano-magnetic devices were always driven into a stimulated state and relaxed to an energy

minimum and there were no observations of an input or a driverdriving the neighboring device.

Note that this phenomena is essential for the input-output causal ordering of information originated

from the input towards the output. This chapter is focused onproviding a localized input mechanism

to a nano-magnetic device and a clocking scheme for reliabledata propagation in a ferromagnetic

wire architecture.

4.2 Fabrication and Characterization Process

The nano-magnetic devices were designed using DesignCAD2000 NT and was fabricated on a

Silicon wafer. Initially the Silicon wafer was cleaned withan RCA cleaning procedure to remove

all organic, ionic, oxide and heavy metal contaminants. Theclean Silicon wafer was coated with

a uniform layer of 950 Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) via a Laurell Technologies WS-400A-

8NPP/Lite Spin Processor. The thickness of the PMMA was measured to be approximately 35nm.

To achieve this thickness the PMMA was dissolved with Anisole. To remove the unwanted residual

solvents on the wafer, the wafer was baked in an oven at 170oC for 30 minutes. Once the wafer
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was cooled down to room temperature the wafer was loaded intoa JEOL 840 scanning electron

microscope retrofitted with a Nabity NPGS system to expose the patterns. An acceleration voltage

of 35 kV and a beam current of 25pA were used. The exposed wafer was unloaded and submerged

in a Methyl isobutyl ketone/Isopropanol (3:1) developer solution for 60 seconds. The wafer was

aerated with Nitrogen and mounted in the chamber of a Varian Model 980-2462 electron beam

evaporator to deposit a uniform layer of Permalloy. The evaporation was taken place in a 2µTorr

vacuum at a rate of 2 Ås−1 for 50 seconds resulting with a 10nm uniform film. Subsequently the

wafer was removed from the chamber and submerged in a heated Acetone bath for 10 minutes for

the liftoff process. Finally, the samples were characterized with the combination of an SEM and an

AFM to identify the defect free ferromagnetic wire architectures.

4.3 Experimental Setup

In this work, we have provided a magnetic input signal and examined the magentic output signal

of a ferromagnetic wire architecture. The magnetic input was provided with an MFM tip mounted

on a VEECO DI 300 scanning probe microscope (SPM) and was operated in the Nanolithography

mode. In [126], the authors have reported observations of a MFM tip influencing the magnetization

of a submicron size particle made of a magnetic material. We have used this favorably to toggle the

magnetization of a nano-magnetic device in the ferromagnetic wire architecture. To examine the

magnetic output we used the same SPM in the MFM mode.

Fig. 4.1 shows the sequence of motions of the MFM tip to togglethe magnetization of a nano-

magnetic device. To achieve this controlled motion over theMFM tip, a script inC was written and

uploaded to the SPM system software in the nanolithography mode. A detailed description of the

input parameters and the functionality of the script is given in Algorithm 1.

Since the SPM was not equipped with an X-Y feedback control system and precise movement of

the MFM tip was essential to provide an input to a nano-magnetic device, a detail characterization

step of the script to maneuver the MFM tip was taken in to account. To observe the MFM tip
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the MFM tip movement to provide input. (a) Initial position of
the MFM tip. (b) MFM tip lowered to 10nm above the surface of the nano-magnetic device and
moved over the width. (c) Final position of the MFM tip.

Figure 4.2: (a) AFM 3D image of a 100nm x 50 nm rectangle made by nano-indentation. (b) AFM
3D image of a nano-indentation of a line made on the rectangleby the scrip to maneuver the MFM
tip to provide input to the nano-magnetic device.
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Algorithm 1 Script to move the MFM tip.
Input: Magnetize the nano-magnet in their hard axis

Magnetize tip apex with magnetic south pole
Select the nano-magnet to write data.
Center the nano-magnet in scan area.
Nano-magnet lengthLµm.
Nano-magnet widthW µm.
Nano-magnet orientationθ◦.
Data writing rate =rµm/s.
Tip-nano-magnet separation =dµm.
Correction factor = e.
Store data = b (boolean logic "0" or "1").

1: Center the tip in scan area.
2: if b == 1 then
3: Move tip to

(−e{L
4 sinθ + W

2 cosθ},e{W
2 sinθ − L

4 cosθ})
4: Move tip to tip magnet separation, d
5: Move tip to

(e{W cosθ},−e{W sinθ})
6: else
7: Move tip to

(e{L
4 sinθ + W

2 cosθ},e{−W
2 sinθ + L

4 cosθ})
8: Move tip to tip magnet separation
9: Move tip to

(−e{W cosθ},e{W sinθ})
10: end if
11: Move tip up
12: Data written
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Figure 4.3: (a) SEM image of the ferromagnetic wires (the wire to the right: wire-1 the wire to the
left: wire-2).(b) An AFM image of the ferromagnetic wires.

movement we performed a set of nano-indentations on Siliconwafer coated with PMMA. Fig. 4.2(a)

shows an AFM image of a rectangle with similar dimensions to our nano-magnetic device made by

nano-indentation on the PMMA surface. Fig. 4.2(b) shows theAFM image of a second nano-

indentation of a line made on a rectangle similar to the one inFig. 4.2(a) made by the scrip

(Algorithm 1) to maneuver the MFM tip. Fig. 4.2(b) shows thatwe have achieved precise motion

and control of the MFM tip to provide input to the nano-magnetic deivce.

4.4 Data Propagation in Nano-Magnetic Device

To determine the reliability of data propagation via nano-magnetic device, a ferromagnetic

wire architecture was fabricated. The magnetic system usedfor the experiment consisted of two

ferromagnetic wires. Each wire has two nano-magnetic device aligned in their easy axis. The

separation of each nano-magnetic device in a wire was approximately 20nm and the wires were

placed 1µm away from each other. This separation was sufficient to minimize crosstalk. In the

SEM image in Fig. 4.3(a) and the AFM image in Fig. 4.3(b), the wire to the right (wire-1) has nano-

magnetic devices with dimensions of 120nm x 60 nm x 10 nm and it was used for data propagation

(nano-magnetic deivces overlaid by white rectangles in Fig. 4.4, 4.6); the wire to the left (wire-2)

has nano-magnetic devices with dimensions of 100nm x 50nm x 10nm and was used as a reference

wire.
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Figure 4.4: (a) MFM image of ferromagnetic wires. An external magnetic field from a DC
electromagnet was provided along the easy axis (Y - axis). (b) MFM image of the ferromagnetic
wires. An input was given to one of the nano-magnetic devicesoverlaid by the white rectangles.
A frustration can be seen since the neighboring nano-magnetic device did not respond to the input
device.

Fig. 4.4(a) shows the MFM image of the initial state of the ferromagnetic wires after an external

magnetic field was applied along the easy axis (Y - axis). Fig.4.4(b) shows the result of providing an

input with the standard moment (magnetic moment of 1e−13 EMU) magnetic tip, moved according

to Fig. 4.1 over the input nano-magnetic device of wire-1. Asit can be seen in Fig. 4.4(b), a

frustration has occurred and data has not propagated to the neighboring nano-magnetic device in

wire-1. This experimentally validates the observation made by Csabaet al. [18] that a clocking field

is necessary for the neighbor interaction.

To propagate data in a ferromagnetic wire a clocking field is essential. The clocking field is

required to switch the magnetization of a nano-magnetic device from its in-plane easy axis to its

out-of-plane hard axis. This can be done by applying an external magnetic clocking field in the

direction of the out-of-plane hard axis (Z - axis). In this experiment, the sample with the magnetic

systems was placed in between a conventional iron core direct current (DC) electromagnet and

the piezo translator (PZT) of the scanning probe microscope(SPM). Next, the clocking field was

gradually increased until an adequate field was applied to change the magnetic moment of the nano-

magnetic devices in wire-1 from easy axis to out-of-plane hard axis. Once the magnetization of the

nano-magnetic device in wire-1 were in their out-of-plane hard axis, the MFM tip was lowered to

provide an input to the input nano-magnetic device in wire-1. When the MFM tip reached 10nm
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Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the MFM tip movement and magnetic field interaction of the
nano-magnetic devices. (a) Initial state of the nano-magnetic devices in their easy axis. (b) External
clock field provided by the DC electromagnet in the out-of-plane (Z- axis) direction. The nano-
magnetic devices flip into their out-of-plane hard axis. (c)External clocking field was removed
when the tip was reached the surface to provide an input to theinput nano-magnetic device. (d)
Final state of the nano-magnetic devices.

above the surface of the input nano-magnetic device the out-of-plane hard axis clocking field was

removed. A schematic diagram of this procedure is given in Fig. 4.5.

Fig. 4.6 shows the experimental observation of the above procedure. Initially the wires were

subjected to an easy axis external magnetic field and they were saturated in their easy axis (see

Fig. 4.4(a)). Next, the sample was subjected to an out-of-plane hard axis clocking field of 45mT .

In the MFM image in Fig. 4.6(a) a single magnetic pole can be seen over wire-1. This validates

that wire-1 was in its out-of-plane hard axis while wire-2 remains in its initial magnetic moment

(see section 4.4.1). Using the nanolithography mode of the SPM, the mounted low moment MFM

tip was moved according to Fig. 4.1 to provide an input to the input nano-magnetic device in wire-
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Figure 4.6: (a) MFM image of the ferromagnetic wires under the influence of an out-of-plane
hard axis (Z - axis) magnetic field of 45mT . White rectangle has been overlaid on the nano-
magnetic devices which changed their magnetic moment from easy axis to out-of-plane hard axis.
(b) MFM image of the ferromagnetic wires after the input is given under the influence of an external
clocking field. Note that the neighboring nano-magnetic device has changed their magnetic moment
according to the input.

1. We also observed when the magnetization of a nano-magnetic device was in their out-of-plane

hard axis direction, a low moment (magnetic moment of 0.3e−13 EMU) magnetic tip was sufficient

to influence the magnetization of the input nano-magnetic device. The input field was reduced

up to 2.5 mT to reverse the magnetization of the input magnet with an out-of-plane hard axis

magnetization. This experimental observation leads us to believe that a nano-magnetic devices are

power efficient if the magnetic moment of a nano-magnetic device is brought to their hard axis

before providing an input. When the tip reached 10nm above the surface of the nano-magnetic

device, the clocking field was removed. The MFM image in Fig. 4.6(b) clearly shows the nano-

magnet devices in wire-1 had propagated data to the neighboring device from the input device while

wire-2 remains in its previous magnetization. This observation can lead us to construct complicated

magnetic interconnects and crosswire junctions to propagate data reliably.

4.4.1 Additional Observations

The external magnetic field (clocking field) needed to changethe magnetization of a nano-

magnetic device with a rectangular shape anisotropy from its in-plane easy axis to out-of-plane hard
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axis changes with the magnet dimensions [84]. The total energy E of a nano-magnet can be written

as the sum of the magnetocrystalline, shape and exchange bias anisotropies as:

E = K +(AR−1)× (
t
L
)× (M2

s )+ (
(Jeb)× (M2

s )

t
)× (1− (

T
Tb
)) (4.1)

whereK is the magneto-crystalline energy,AR the aspect ratio,t is the thickness of the nano-

magnet,L is the long axis dimension of the nano-magnet,Jeb is the exchange energy,Ms is the

saturation magnetization,T the actual temperature andTb the storage layer blocking temperature.

The energy barrier of a nano-magnet, being inversely proportional to the nano-magnet length,L,

increases significantly as the nano-magnet size is reduced.Therefore, the required clocking field

increases to change the magnetization of a nano-magnet. We experimentally observed this energy

difference with the nano-magnetic devices in wire-1 and wire-2. The nano-magnetic devices in

both ferromagnetic wires have the same thickness but with different lengths and widths. Wire-2

has smaller nano-magnetic device than the other. We observed that the clocking field of 45mT

was needed to change the magnetizations of the nano-magnetic devices in wire-1 from easy axis to

out-of-plane hard axis and that of wire-2 required 50mT . In the MFM image Fig. 4.6(a), it can be

clearly seen that the nano-magnetic devices in wire-1 have changed their magnetic moment from

easy axis to out-of-plane hard axis while the nano-magneticdevices in wire-2 remains in their initial

magnetic moment in the presence of an out-of-plane externalclocking field of 45mT .

4.5 Conclusion

In this work, we have experimentally demonstrated that a clocking field is essential to propagate

data in a ferromagnetic wire. By providing a clocking field wehave successfully shown data

propagation in a ferromagnetic wire architecture.
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Chapter 5: Seven-Input Majority Logic Architecture

Nano-magnetic logic architectures have been a promising technology for logic computation. This

work is an effort to determine if indeed the nano-magnetic logic architectures are an error free and

a reliable mechanism to process (and propagate) information. For this task we have designed and

fabricated six different nano-magnetic logic architectures to compute the majority of seven Boolean

variables. Each design consists of three three-input majority logic gates which are interconnected

with ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic wire architectures. Each design differs from one another

by the arrangement and total number nano-magnetic devices.We have captured MFM images of all

six nano-magnetic logic architectures and have observed error-free operations in one of the designs.

The work in this chapter is published in [44] and reused here by permission (see Appendix A).

The contributors to this publication are D. K. Karunaratne and S. Bhanja.

5.1 Background

Nano-magnetic logic architectures have been deemed as a potential candidate to replace com-

plementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) technology. In nano-magnetic logic architectures,

the main computing elements are single domain magnets that have been fabricated from a soft

ferromagnetic material into the shape of a rectangular prism. Boolean information is encoded in

the magnetization of the nano-magnetic devices and computation takes place by magnetic field

interaction. The placements of these nano-magnetic devices are critical for error-free computation

and data propagation. Bernsteinet al. [6] have placed 64 rectangular nano-magnetic devices in

an anti-parallel fashion and demonstrated perfect propagation of information from the input to
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the output. This type of magnetic wire architecture is recognized as an antiferromagnetic wire

architecture. Similarly, Pulecioet al. [88] have demonstrated a ferromagnetic wire architecture.In a

ferromagnetic wire architecture the rectangular nano-magnetic devices are place in parallel fashion.

Imre et al. [40] placed five rectangular nano-magnetic devices in the simplest arrangement, that is,

a central devices surrounded by four others and have constructed a three-input majority logic gate.

By fixing the central input of the three-input majority logicgate to logic 1 or 0, the nano-magnetic

logic architecture can function as an OR gate or as an AND gaterespectively. In this chapter,

we have connected three three-input majority logic gates with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic

wire architectures and fabricated a complex nano-magneticlogic architecture that can compute the

majority of seven Boolean logic variables.

5.2 Fabrication and Characterization Process

The nano-magnetic logic architectures were designed usingDesignCAD2000 NT and were

fabricated on a Silicon wafer. Initially the Silicon wafer was cleaned with an RCA cleaning pro-

cedure to remove all organic, ionic, oxide and heavy metal contaminants. The cleand Silicon

wafer was coated with a uniform layer of 950 Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) via a Laurell

Technologies WS-400A-8NPP/Lite Spin Processor. The thickness of the PMMA was measured to

be approximately 35nm. To achieve this thickness the PMMA was dissolved with Anisole. To

remove the unwanted residual solvents on the wafer, the wafer was baked in an oven at 170oC for

30 minutes. Once the wafer was cooled down to room temperature it was loaded into a Hitachi SU-

70 scanning electron microscope retrofitted with a Nabity NPGS system to exposure the patterns.

An acceleration voltage of 30kV and a beam current of 25pA were used. The exposed wafer was

unloaded and submerged in a Methyl isobutyl ketone/Isopropanol (3:1) developer solution for 60

seconds. The wafer was aerated with Nitrogen and mounted in the chamber of a Varian Model

980-2462 electron beam evaporator to deposit a uniform layer of Permalloy. The evaporation took

place in a 2µTorr vacuum at a rate of 2 Ås−1 for 50 seconds resulting in a 10nm uniform film.
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Subsequently the wafer was removed from the chamber and submerged in a heated Acetone bath

for 10 minutes for the liftoff process. Finally, the sampleswere characterized with the combination

of an SEM and an AFM to identify the defect-free nano-magnetic logic architectures.

5.3 Experimental Setup

For computation to take place in nano-magnetic logic architectures they require a stimulation

and relaxation process with the assistance of an external magnetic field in the form of a pulse.

To provide this external magnetic field we used a direct current (DC) electromagnet powered by

a 300W DC power supply. To take measurements of the external magnetic field provided to the

sample we used a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) calibrated Gauss meter by

AlphaLab. The sample was placed in between two opposite magnetic poles in the electromagnet to

provide a uniform out-of-plane hard axis external magneticfield. The external magnetic field was

ramped up to 100mT in 0.1 seconds and kept constant for 0.5 seconds followed by a ramp down

over 0.1 seconds.

Once the samples were stimulated and allowed to relax, qualitative magnetic measurements of

the nano-magnetic logic architectures were taken using a VEECO DI 300 scanning probe micro-

scope in the MFM mode. A low moment (magnetic moment of 0.3e−13 EMU) MFM tip was used

to take the measurements while minimizing the distortion onthe nano-magentic devices.

5.4 Results and Discussion

Fig. 5.1 through Fig. 5.6 shows the schematic diagrams, SEM images and MFM images of the

six different nano-magnetic logic architectures designedto compute the majority of seven Boolean

logic variables. All nano-magnetic logic architectures consists of three three-input majority logic

gates [40, 78] interconnected with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic wire architectures [88]. The
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Figure 5.1: (a) Schematic diagram of the nano-magnetic logic architecture with 43 nano-magnetic
devices. (b) SEM image of the nano-magnetic logic architecture. (c) MFM image of the nano-
magnetic logic architecture.

nano-magnetic logic architectures have been designed suchthat the information processing nano-

magnetic devices have the same latency, and the system wouldease to an energy minimum such that

the output nano-magnetic device will compute the majority of the seven Boolean logic variables.

Table 5.1: Performance evaluation of the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Figure 5.1.

0 Error 1 Error 2 Errors More than 2 erros

Error rate 0 0 0 100%

The schematic diagram in Fig. 5.1(a) shows the placements ofthe nano-magnetic devices in the

first nano-magnetic logic architecture we designed. The three-input majority logic gates used in

this nano-magnetic logic architecture was designed and tested by Nomuraet al. [73, 78]. We have

interconnected the output of two three-input majority logic gates to the third three-input majority

logic gate with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic wire architectures. As can be seen in the SEM

image in Fig 5.1(b), the nano-magnetic logic architecture consists of 43 nano-magnetic devices

with average dimensions of 100nm x 50 nm x 10 nm and each been 20nm apart from their nearest

neighbors. The nano-magnetic logic architecture was stimulated with an external magnetic field and

was allowed to settle to an energy minimum state. The remnantmagnetization of the nano-magnetic
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Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic diagram of the nano-magnetic logic architecture with 37 nano-magnetic
devices. (b) SEM image of the nano-magnetic logic architecture. (c) MFM image of the nano-
magnetic logic architecture.

logic architecture was captured with an MFM. The magnetic frustrations in the nano-magnetic logic

architecture were counted as the number of errors in the computation. This experiment was repeated

number of times. The MFM image in Fig. 5.1(c) shows the magnetization states of the nano-

magnetic devices in the nano-magnetic logic architecture of one of the experiments. Table 5.1 shows

the error occurrence of all the experiments as a percentage.In this nano-magnetic logic architecture

most of the magnetic frustration occurred in the antiferromagnetic wires. To overcome this problem

we designed the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Fig. 5.2 with shorter antiferromagnetic wires.

Table 5.2: Performance evaluation of the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Figure 5.2.

0 Error 1 Error 2 Errors More than 2 erros

Error rate 0 9% 27.37% 63.63%

The schematic diagram in Fig. 5.2(a) shows the placements ofthe nano-magnetic devices in the

second nano-magnetic logic architecture we designed. The three-input majority logic gate used in

this nano-magnetic logic architecture was designed and tested by Nomuraet al. [73, 78]. We have

interconnected the output of two three-input majority logic gates to the third three-input majority

logic gate with antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic wire architectures. As is evident in the SEM

image in Fig 5.2(b), the nano-magnetic logic architecture consists of 37 nano-magnetic devices
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Figure 5.3: (a) Schematic diagram of the nano-magnetic logic architecture with 41 nano-magnetic
devices. (b) SEM image of the nano-magnetic logic architecture. (c) MFM image of the nano-
magnetic logic architecture.

with average dimensions of 100nm x 50 nm x 10 nm and each been 20nm apart from their nearest

neighbors. Similarly, as with the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Fig. 5.1, this sample was also

stimulated with an external magnetic field and was allowed torelaxe before the MFM measurements

were taken. The MFM image in Fig. 5.2(c) shows the magnetization states of the nano-magnetic

devices in the nano-magnetic logic architecture of one of the experiments. Table 5.2 shows the error

occurrence of all the experiments as a percentage. Comparing the results in Table 5.1 for the nano-

magnetic logic architecture in Fig. 5.1 and in Table 5.2 for the nano-magnetic logic architecture in

Fig. 5.2, we can see the number of errors have reduced by shortening the antiferromagnetic wires in

the nano-magnetic logic architecture.

Table 5.3: Performance evaluation of the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Figure 5.3.

0 Error 1 Error 2 Errors More than 2 erros

Error rate 0 0 0 100%

The schematic diagram in Fig. 5.3(a) shows the placements ofthe nano-magnetic devices in

the third nano-magnetic logic architecture we designed. The three-input majority logic gate used

in this nano-magnetic logic architecture was designed and tested by Imreet al. [40]. We have

interconnected the output of two three-input majority logic gates to the third three-input majority
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Figure 5.4: (a) Schematic diagram of the nano-magnetic logic architecture with 35 nano-magnetic
devices. (b) SEM image of the nano-magnetic logic architecture. (c) MFM image of the nano-
magnetic logic architecture.

logic gate with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic wire architectures. In this design we have

used a step junction at the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic wire junction. As can be seen in

the SEM image in Fig 5.3(b), the nano-magnetic logic architecture consists of 41 nano-magnetic

devices with average dimensions of 100nm x 50 nm x 10 nm and each been 20nm apart from their

nearest neighbors. The nano-magnetic logic architecture was stimulated with an external magnetic

field and was allowed to settle to an energy minimum state. Theremnant magnetization of the nano-

magnetic devices was captured with an MFM. The magnetic frustrations in the nano-magnetic logic

architecture were counted as the number of errors in the computation. This experiment was repeated

multiple times. The MFM image in Fig. 5.3(c) shows the magnetization states of the nano-magnetic

devices in the nano-magnetic logic architecture of one of the experiments. Table 5.3 shows the error

occurrence of all the experiments as a percentage. In this nano-magnetic logic architecture most

of the magnetic frustrations occurred in the antiferromagnetic wires. To overcome this problem we

designed the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Fig. 5.3 with shorter antiferromagnetic wires.
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Table 5.4: Performance evaluation of the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Figure 5.4.

0 Error 1 Error 2 Errors More than 2 erros

Error rate 0 0 50% 50%

The schematic diagram in Fig. 5.4(a) shows the placements ofthe nano-magnetic devices in

the fourth nano-magnetic logic architecture we designed. The three-input majority logic gate used

in this nano-magnetic logic architecture was designed and tested by Imreet al. [40]. We have

interconnected the output of two three-input majority logic gates to the third three-input majority

logic gate with ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic wire architectures. In this design also we

have used a step junction at the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic wire connection. The only

difference between the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Fig. 5.3 and this nano-magnetic logic

architecture is that this has used less number of nano-magnetic devices. As is evident in the SEM

image in Fig 5.4(b), the nano-magnetic logic architecture consists of 35 nano-magnetic devices

with average dimensions of 100nm x 50 nm x 10 nm and each been 20nm apart from their nearest

neighbors. Similarly, as with the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Fig. 5.3, this architecture was

stimulated with an external magnetic field and was allowed torelaxe before the MFM measurements

were taken. The MFM image in Fig. 5.4(c) shows the magnetization states of the nano-magnetic

devices in the nano-magnetic logic architecture of one of the experiments. Table 5.4 shows the error

occurrence of all the experiments as a percentage. Comparing the results in Table 5.3 for the nano-

magnetic logic architecture in Fig. 5.3 and in Table 5.4 for the nano-magnetic logic architecture in

Fig. 5.4 we can see that the number of errors have reduced by shortening the antiferromagnetic wires

in the nano-magnetic logic architecture but there was no improvement of error free computation with

the step junction at the antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic wire connection.
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Figure 5.5: (a) Schematic diagram of the nano-magnetic logic architecture with 32 nano-magnetic
devices. (b) SEM image of the nano-magnetic logic architecture. (c) MFM image of the nano-
magnetic logic architecture.

Table 5.5: Performance evaluation of the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Figure 5.5.

0 Error 1 Error 2 Errors More than 2 erros

Error rate 0 33.33% 0% 66.67%

The schematic diagram in Fig. 5.5(a) shows the placements ofthe nano-magnetic devices in

the fifth nano-magnetic logic architecture we designed. In this nano-magnetic logic architecture we

have used two three-input majority logic gates designed by Nomuraet al. [73, 78] and one from

Imre et al. [40]. We have interconnected the output of two three-input majority logic gates to the

third three-input majority logic gate with antiferromagnetic wire architectures. As can be seen in

the SEM image in Fig 5.5(b), the nano-magnetic logic architecture consists of 32 nano-magnetic

devices with average dimensions of 100nm x 50 nm x 10 nm and each been 20nm apart from their

nearest neighbors. The nano-magnetic logic architecture was stimulated with an external magnetic

field and was then allowed to settle to an energy minimum state. The remnant magnetization

of the nano-magnetic logic architecture was captured with aMFM. The magnetic frustrations in

the nano-magnetic logic architecture were counted as the number of errors in the computation.

This experiment was repeated a number of times. The MFM imagein Fig. 5.5(c) shows the

magnetization states of the nano-magnetic devices in the nano-magnetic logic architecture of one of
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Figure 5.6: (a) Schematic diagram of the nano-magnetic logic architecture with 38 nano-magnetic
devices. (b) SEM image of the nano-magnetic logic architecture. (c) MFM image of the nano-
magnetic logic architecture.

the experiments. Table 5.5 shows the error occurrence of allthe experiments as a percentage. In this

nano-magnetic logic architecture most of the magnetic frustrations occurred in the antiferromagnetic

wire.

Table 5.6: Performance evaluation of the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Figure 5.6.

0 Error 1 Error 2 Errors More than 2 erros

Error rate 0 14.29% 28.57% 57.14%

The schematic diagram in Fig. 5.6(a) shows the placements ofthe nano-magnetic devices in

the sixth nano-magnetic logic architecture we designed. The three-input majority logic gate used

in this nano-magnetic logic architecture was designed and tested by Imreet al. [40]. We have

interconnected the output of two three-input majority loigc gates to the third three-input majority

logic gate with antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic wire architectures. As can be seen in the SEM

image in Fig 5.6(b), the nano-magnetic logic architecture consists of 38 nano-magnetic devices

with average dimensions of 100nm x 50 nm x 10 nm and each been 20nm apart from their nearest

neighbors. The nano-magnetic logic architecture was stimulated with an external magnetic field and

was allowed to settle to an energy minimum state. The remnantmagnetization of the nano-magnetic

logic architecture was captured with an MFM. The magnetic frustrations in the nano-magnetic logic
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architecture were counted as the number of errors in the computation. This experiment was repeated

a number of times. The MFM image in Fig. 5.6(c) shows the magnetization states of the nano-

magnetic devices in the nano-magnetic logic architecture of one of the experiments. Table 5.6

shows the error occurrence of all the experiments as a percentage. Comparing this nano-magnetic

logic architecture with the other five nano-magnetic logic architectures we designed to compute the

majority of seven Boolean logic variables, this was the nano-magnetic logic architecture that gave

the best performance. Therefore, we further tested with this nano-magnetic logic architecture to

achieve an error free, reliable computation.

5.4.1 Error Free Computation and Functionality of the Seven-Input Majority Logic Archi-

tecture

After further testing by stimulating and imaging the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Fig. 5.6,

we were able to achieve multiple error free computations. The MFM image in Fig. 5.7(c) shoes one

such error-free computation. It is evident from MFM image inFig. 5.7(c) that the magnetization

states of all the nano-magnetic devices in the nano-magnetic logic architecture are aligned correctly

and has no magnetic frustrations. For the experimental results shown in Fig. 5.7, we have provided

all seven-inputs with logic 1, and the nano-magnetic logic architecture has computed logic 1 as

the output, which is the expected correct output. Table 5.7 shows the error occurrence of all the

experiments as a percentage. The nano-magnetic logic architecture was able compute the correct

output for more than 45% of the experiments.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Schematic diagram of the nano-magnetic logic architecture with 38 nano-magnetic
devices (error free). (b) SEM image of the nano-magnetic logic architecture. (c) MFM image of an
error free computation the nano-magnetic logic architecture.

Table 5.7: Performance evaluation of the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Figure 5.7.

0 Error 1 Error 2 Errors More than 2 erros

Error rate 45.45% 45.45% 0% 9.1%

Fig. 5.7(a) shows the schematic diagram of the nano-magnetic logic architecture with the three-

input majority logic gates and fanout circuit overlaid withblue lines. The seven-input majority loigc

architecture consists of seven input variables (I1−7) (Boolean), three three-input majority logic gates

(M1−3) and a fanout (F) circuit. The architecture was designed to operate in two levels. In the first

level, it computes the majority (m1) of inputsI1−3 and majority (m2) of inputsI5−7. In the second

level, it computes the majority (m3) of inputsI4, m1 andm2 wherem3 is the majority of all seven

input variables.

Fig. 5.8 shows the data propagation sequence in the nano-magnetic logic architecture in Fig 5.7.

If we provide the inputs to the nano-magnetic logic architecture att = T seconds and assume the

computation time for one nano-magneti devices was∆t seconds, then it takesT + 2∆t seconds for

the first level computation and att = T + 8∆t seconds the data would reach the third three-input
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Figure 5.8: The timing diagram of data propagation from input to output in the seven-input majority
logic architecture in Figure 5.7. [t = time in seconds, T = input given time,∆t = Nano-magnetic
device processing time]

majority logic gate,M3. For second level computation to complete it takesT + 9∆t seconds and to

read the output from the output nano-magnetic device it takes 11∆t seconds.

5.4.2 Re-configurability of the Seven-Input Majority Architecture

The seven-input majority logic architecture can be viewed as a re-configurable hardware device.

The hardware may be magnetically configured to suit a particular application/logic function. The

ability to reconfigure hardware is useful and cost effectivefor more than prototyping simple devices.

If the second (middle) input of a three-input majority logicgate [40] is set to binary logic 1 it

functions as a AND gate, and likewise if the input is set to logic 0 it functions as an OR gate. By

simply fixing the binary states of inputsI2, I4, andI6 of the three-input majority logic gatesM1, M2,

M3 respectively to ether logic 0 or 1, we can program the seven-input majority logic architecture to

work in eight different hardware configurations. If the input variables are set to I1 = A, I3 = B, I6 =

C andI7 = D where A, B, C and D are binary values, the re-configurable seven-input majority logic

architecture works as [A.B + C.D], [A+B . C+D], [A+B + C.D], [A+B + C+D], [A.B + C+D], [A+B

. C.D], [A.B . C.D], [A.B . C+D]. If the input variable C =̄A and B =D̄, the architecture could be
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Figure 5.9: Re-configurability of the seven-input majoritylogic architecture.

configured to function as a XOR or as the sum of a half-adder circuit. The schematic diagrams in

Fig. 5.9 shows all possible re-configurable hardware configurations.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have designed and fabricated six different nano-magnetic logic architectures

that can compute the majority of seven Boolean logic variables. Even though we observed error-free
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operations, it became clear that we needed a better control over single layer nano-magnetic devices

to minimize the magnetic frustrations that occured in nano-magnetic logic architectures. These

magnetic frustrations can be minimized by implementing themethods and techniques proposed

by Carltonet al. [11] and Niemieret al. [76]. Regardless of additional modifications to single

layer nano-magnetic devices, unidirectional field approach used for clocking has a high tendency to

give errors in nano-magnetic logic architectures. To minimize these errors and for better control and

access mechanisms over individual single layer nano-magnetic devices we have moved to multilayer

nano-magnetic device, which we will discuss in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6: Multilayer Nano-Magnetic Devices

Nano-magnetic logic architectures have proven the abilityto propagate and process data. It was

also evident that we need better control (write/read/clock) over individual single nano-magnetic

devices in a nano-magnetic logic architecture for successful long-term operation. In this chapter,

we have proposed a multilayer nano-magnetic device that hasthe potential of addressing the read,

write and clock problems in single layer nano-magnetic devices. The multilayer nano-magnetic

device we have designed has a bottom layer with a perpendicular magnetization, a spacer layer

with a non-magnetic conducting metal and a free layer with anin-plane magnetization (we have

named this device as Spin Valve Base Nano-magnetic-logic (SVBN)). We have performed a set of

experiments with SVBN devices to realize neighbor interaction between adjacent free layers of the

devices. Based on the MFM images, we conclude that dipolar coupling between the free layers of

the neighboring multilayer nano-magnetic devices can be exploited to construct local elements like

the three-input majority logic gates, inverters and interconnects.

The work in this chapter is published in [44]. The contributors to this publication are D. K.

Karunaratne and S. Bhanja.

6.1 Background

Continuous scaling of the metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) physical

gate length to improve the performance of electronic appliances is no longer possible due to the

influence of quantum effects which are degrading and ultimately prohibiting conventional device

operation [2]. In order to keep improving the performances of electronic appliances, researchers are
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exploring novel devices/computing paradigms that will either co-exist or replace current MOSFET

technology.

Nano-magnetic devices have been deemed as a potential candidate beyond MOSFET technol-

ogy. However, to successfully perform long-term computation with nano-magnetic devices we

have to overcome the write/clock/read problems. There havebeen few attempts to solve these

problems in nano-magnetic devices [3, 56, 61, 62, 64, 65]. Alam et al. [3] have demonstrated

an on chip clocking system. In this work they have fabricatedsingle layer nano-magnetic devices

over a current carrying copper wire. They were able to write data on to the nano-magnetic device

by passing 680mA through the copper wire. In this magnetic system the nano-magnetic devices

were switching independently without any neighbor interaction since, the spacing between the

devices were approximately 300nm. Lyle et al. [65] have demonstrated the readability of the

nano-magnetic devices by placing magnetic tunnel junctions as two neighboring devices. Since

the bottom layer of the magnetic tunnel junctions were coupled with the free layer, the problem

of dynamic measurements was not addressed. Liuet al. [62] have performed a set of simulation

experiments on an interface between a nano-magnetic deviceand an electrical circuitry to address

write/clock/read problems.

In this chapter we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated a magnetic multilayer struc-

ture that can address the write and clock issues in single layer nano-magnetic devices for compu-

tation. To design and implement the multilayer structure for computation, we have enriched the

existing Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory (MRAM) technology [114]. Unfortunately,

conventional MRAM cells (that is, a multilayer stack with a magnetic bottom layer that has a fixed

in-plane magnetization, non-magnetic spacer layer and a soft magnetic top layer that has an in-plane

magnetization) cannot be used for computation because the magnetic coupling energy between

the bottom and top layers dominates the coupling energy between the adjacent top layers. (See

Fig. 6.1.) To overcome this problem we have engineered the bottom layer to have a perpendicular

(out-of-plane) magnetization. By doing this, we have minimized the magnetic coupling between

the bottom and top layers and have allowed magnetic couplingto take place between the adjacent

top layers. (See Fig. 6.2.) This multilayer structure potentially allows us to write data on to
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Figure 6.1: Neighbor interaction between two magnetic multilayer devices that have a bottom layer
with an in-plane magnetization.

Figure 6.2: Neighbor interaction between two magnetic multilayer devices that have a bottom layer
with a perpendicular magnetization.

the top layer by means of spin polarized current [5, 63] and toclock the device by means of

passing current from the top layer to the bottom layer. In both cases spin transfer torque is used

to change the magnetization dynamics [59]. When writing data the magnetization of the top layer

is changed between positive and negative in-plane directions and when clocking the device the top

layer magnetization is changed from in-plane direction to out-of-plane direction.

6.2 Spin Valve Based Nano-magnetic-logic (SVBN) Devices

The multilayer structure we have designed and implemented has a bottom layer with a perpen-

dicular magnetic anisotropy, a spacer layer with a non-magnetic conducting metal and a top layer

with an in-plane magnetization to switch its magnetic moment according to neighbor interaction

(see Fig. 6.3). To obtain a perpendicular magnetization forthe bottom layer we have used a thin

film of Cobalt. Experimental demonstration in [9, 19, 118] have shown that if the Cobalt thin film is

less than 1nm, it would have a perpendicular magnetization. We have designed the bottom layer to

have a thickness between 4 Å to 6 Å of Cobalt. As for the spacer layer we have used a thin film of
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Figure 6.3: Schematic diagram of Spin Valve Based Nano-magnetic-logic (SVBN) device.

Copper since it is a non-magnetic conducting metal. The thickness of the Copper film was between

4 nm and 6nm. The top layer was made of Permalloy due to the fact that Permalloy has a very

low coercivity and thus its magnetization is easily susceptible to change in the in-plane direction.

The thickness of the top layer was between 5nm and 7nm. The lateral dimensions of the multilayer

stack was 100nm x 50nm and the nearest-neighbors spacing was about 20nm. Since this multilayer

stack has a similar structure to a spin-valve [22, 108], we have named this multilayer nano-magnetic

device as Spin Valve Based Nano-magnetic-logic (SVBN).

6.3 Fabrication and Characterization Process

We have fabricated closely placed SVBN devices in the arrangements of ferromagnetic wire ar-

chitecture, antiferromagnetic wire architecture and a three-input majority logic gate (see Fig. 6.6(a),

6.7(a) 6.8(a), 6.9(a) and 6.10(a)). The architectures weredesigned using DesignCAD2000 NT and

were fabricated on a Silicon wafer. Initially the Silicon wafer was cleaned with an RCA cleaning

procedure to remove all organic, ionic, oxide and heavy metal contaminants. The clean Silicon

wafer was coated with a uniform layer of 950 Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) via a Laurell

Technologies WS-400A-8NPP/Lite Spin Processor. The thickness of the PMMA was measured to

be approximately 45nm. To achieve this thickness the PMMA was dissolved with Anisole. To

remove the unwanted residual solvents on the wafer, the wafer was baked in an oven at 170oC for
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30 minutes. Once the wafer was cooled down to room temperature it was loaded into a Hitachi

SU-70 scanning electron microscope retrofitted with a Nabity NPGS system to expose the patterns.

An acceleration voltage of 30kV and a beam current of 25pA were used. The exposed wafer was

unloaded and submerged in a Methyl isobutyl ketone/Isopropanol (3:1) developer solution for 60

seconds. The patterned wafer was aerated with Nitrogen and carefully mounted in the chamber

of a Varian Model 980-2462 electron beam evaporator to deposit the thin films of Cobalt, Copper

and Permalloy. A second silicon wafer was placed in close vicinity to the patterned sample in the

electron beam evaporator chamber for X-ray reflectivity (XRR) measurements of the multilayer

stack. To obtain a bottom layer with a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy the SVBN devices

were fabricated on a silicon wafer with a lattice orientation of <100>. The substrate temperature

was 50oC. A thin layer of Cobalt was evaporated at a rate of 0.1 Å/s in a high vacuum chamber.

The slow growth rate and the thermal energy encouraged a highquality cobalt epitaxial to have a

<100> crystal lattice resulting in a high magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy in the perpendicular

direction. This allowed the bottom layer in the stack to havea perpendicular magnetic anisotropy.

Next, a thin layer of Copper was deposited at a rate of 0.2 Å/s to function as the spacer of the stack.

Finally, as for the free layer, a thin layer of Permalloy was evaporated with a rate of 0.2 Å/s in the

same vacuum chamber. Once the evaporation of the multilayerstack was completed the patterned

wafer was submerged in a heated Acetone bath for 10 minutes for the liftoff process. The flow

diagram of the fabrication process is shown in Fig. 6.4.

The second silicon wafer that was placed in the close vicinity to the patterned sample in the

electron beam evaporator was subjected to XRR analysis to measure the thickness of each layer in

the multilayer stack. For the XRR measurements, a PANalytical′s X′Pert PRO Materials Research

Diffractometer was used. Fig 6.5 and Table 6.1 shows the XRR result of the thickness and the

roughness of each layer in the multilayer stack. Next, the patterned wafer was subjected to topolog-

ical measurements to identify defect-free SVBN devices. For topological characterization a Hitachi

SU-70 scanning electron microscope and a VEECO DI3000 scanning probe microscope in the AFM

mode were used. The lateral dimension of the SVBN devices wasapproximately 100nm x 50 nm

and the spacing between the nearest neighbor was approximately 20nm.
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Figure 6.4: A flow diagram of the fabrication procedure to fabricate SVBN devices.

Figure 6.5: Specular-reflective curve for Si/Co/Cu/Ni80Fe20.
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Table 6.1: XRR results of the multilayer thin films.

Material Density (g/cm 3) Thickness (nm) Roughness (nm)

Ni80Fe20 8.681 5 0.2

Cu 8.96 4 0.2

Co 8.9 0.4 0.1

Si 2.33 Substrate 0.1

6.4 Experimental Setup

The main intention of this experiment was to make observations for a proof of concept that

the top layers would have neighbor interaction and would compute the correct output. In order for

computation to take place the multilayer nano-magnetic devices require a stimulation and relaxation

process with assistance of an external magnetic field in the form of a pulse. To provide an external

magnetic field we used a direct current (DC) electromagnet powered by a 300W DC power supply.

To take measurements of the external magnetic field providedto the sample we used a National

Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) calibrated Gauss meter by AlphaLab. The sample

was placed in between two opposite magnetic poles in the electromagnet to prove a uniform out-of-

plane hard axis external magnetic field. The external magnetic field was ramped up to 100mT in

0.1 seconds and kept constant for 0.5 seconds followed by a ramp down over 0.1 seconds.

Once the samples were stimulated and allowed to relax to an energy minimum, qualitative

magnetic measurements of the top layers of SVBN devices weretaken from a VEECO DI 300

scanning probe microscope in the MFM mode. A low moment (magnetic moment of 0.3e−13 EMU)

MFM tip was used to take the measurements while minimizing the distortion on the SVBN devices.
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6.5 Results and Discussion

A ferromagnetic wire architecture was fabricated with fourSVBN devices similar to the schematic

diagram in Fig. 6.6(a). The SEM image in Fig. 6.6(b) shows thefabricated ferromagnetic wire archi-

tecture with four SVBN devices. The average dimensions of the SVBN devices in the ferromagnetic

wire architecture were about 100nm x 50 nm and the spacing between the nearest neighbor was

about 20nm. We have assumed that the thickness of each layer in the SVBN devices in Fig. 6.6(b)

was similar to the values in Table. 6.1. The MFM image in Fig. 6.6(c) shows the magnetization of the

top layers of the SVBN devices in the ferromagnetic wire architecture in Fig. 6.6(b). It is evident

from the MFM image in Fig. 6.6(c) that there are no magnetic frustrations in the system and the

ferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN devices have propagated the correct information

from one end to the other.

The ferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN deviceswas extended to a ferromagnetic

wire architecture with eight SVBN devices. The schematic diagram of the ferromagnetic wire

architecture with eight SVBN devices is shown in Fig. 6.7(a). The SEM image in Fig. 6.7(b) shows

the fabricated ferromagnetic wire architecture with eightSVBN devices. The average dimensions

of the SVBN devices in the ferromagnetic wire architecture were about 100nm x 50 nm and the

spacing between the nearest neighbor was about 20nm. We have assumed that the thickness of

each layer in the SVBN devices in Fig. 6.7(b) has a similar value to the ones in Table. 6.1. The

MFM image in Fig. 6.7(c) shows the magnetization of the top layers of the SVBN devices in the

ferromagnetic wire architecture in Fig. 6.7(b). It is evident from the MFM image in Fig. 6.7(c) that

there are no magnetic frustrations in the system and the ferromagnetic wire architecture with eight

SVBN devices has propagated the correct information from one end to the other.

The schematic diagram in Fig. 6.8(a) shows an antiferromagnetic wire architecture with four

SVBN devices. The fabricated antiferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN devices is

shown in the SEM image in Fig. 6.8(b). The average dimensionsof the SVBN device in the

antiferromagnetic wire architecture was about 100nm x 50 nm and the spacing between the nearest

neighbor was about 20nm. We have assumed that the thickness of each layer in the SVBN devices in
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Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic diagram of a ferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN devices.
(b) SEM image of a ferromagnetic wire architecture with fourSVBN devices. (c) MFM image of a
ferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN devices.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Schematic diagram of a ferromagnetic wire architecture with eight SVBN devices.
(b) SEM image of a ferromagnetic wire architecture with eight SVBN devices. (c) MFM image of
a ferromagnetic wire architecture with eight SVBN devices.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Schematic diagram of an antiferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN
devices. (b) SEM image of an antiferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN devices. (c)
MFM image of an antiferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN devices.

Fig. 6.8(b) has a similar value to the ones in Table. 6.1. The MFM image in Fig. 6.8(c) reveals perfect

antiferromagnetic alignment in all the top layers of the SVBN devices in the antiferromagnetic wire

architecture, meaning that the antiferromagnetic wire architecture has propagated the information

correctly from one end to the other.

The antiferromagnetic wire architecture with four SVBN devices was extended to an antifer-

romagnetic wire architecture with eight SVBN devices. The schematic of the antiferromagnetic

wire architecture with eight SVBN devices is shown in Fig. 6.9(a). The SEM image in Fig. 6.9(b)

shows the fabricated antiferromagnetic wire architecturewith eight SVBN devices. The average

dimensions of the SVBN devices in the antiferromagnetic wire architecture were about 100nm
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Figure 6.9: (a) Schematic diagram of an antiferromagnetic wire architecture with eight SVBN
devices. (b) SEM image of an antiferromagnetic wire architecture with eight SVBN devices. (c)
MFM image of an antiferromagnetic wire architecture with eight SVBN devices.

x 50 nm and the spacing between the nearest neighbor was about 20nm. We have assumed that

the thickness of each layer in the SVBN devices in Fig. 6.9(b)has a similar value to the ones

in Table. 6.1. The MFM image in Fig. 6.9(c) reveal perfect antiferromagnetic alignment in all

the top layers of the SVBN devices in the antiferromagnetic wire architecture, meaning that the

antiferromagnetic wire architecture has propagated the information correctly from one end to the

other.

The schematic diagram in Fig. 6.10(a) shows a three-input majority logic gate with four SVBN

devices. The SEM image in Fig. 6.10(b) shows the fabricated three-input majority logic gate with
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Figure 6.10: (a) Schematic diagram of three-input majoritylogic gate with four SVBN devices.
(b) SEM image of three-input majority logic gate with four SVBN devices and three drive SVBN
device. (c) MFM image of three-input majority logic gate with four SVBN devices and three drive
SVBN device.

four SVBN devices and three driver SVBN devices to provide input. The average dimensions of the

SVBN devices in the three-input majority logic gate were about 100nm x 50 nm and the spacing

between the nearest neighbor was about 20nm. The MFM image in Fig. 6.10(c) reveal the expected

magnetic alignment in all the top layers of the SVBN devices in the three-input majority logic gate,

meaning that the three-input majority logic gate has computed the correct output.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have proposed and experimentally demonstrated a multilayer nano-magnetic

device that can potentially address the write and clock issues in conventional single layer nano-

magnetic devices. The experimental observation concludesthat the free layers of the SVBN devices

functioned similarly to the three-input majority logic gate [40] and the ferromagnetic and anitfer-

romagnetic wire [88] architectures with single layer nano-magnetic devices. These exciting results

can lead us to fabricate complex SVBN architectures for computing paradigms. By connecting

access transistors to the SVBN device we can convert electrical signals to magnetic signals and

vice versa. Fig. 6.11 shows schematic diagrams of SVBN and MOSFET, hybrid configuration of

a ferromagnetic wire, antiferromagnetic wire and a three-input majority logic gate. We can use
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Figure 6.11: Schematic diagrams of SVBN and MOSFET hybrid devices. (a) Ferromagnetic wire
architecture. (b) Antiferromagnetic wire architecture. (c) Three-input majority logic gate.

spin polarized current to write data on the top layer of the input SVBN device and use spin transfer

torque to clock the devices. Engineering the bottom layer ofthe output SVBN device to have a tilted

magnetization [71] allows us to read the device by giant magnetoresistance (GMR). With the aid of

these hybrid devices we can achieve long-term reliable computation [20].
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Chapter 7: Experimental Demonstration of Non-Boolean Computing with Nano-Magnetic

Disks: Perceptual Organization In Computer Vision

Identifying salient features in a picture is a simple task for the human brain. However, for a

computer that uses traditional Boolean arithmetic computation methods, it is a tedious task. In the

numerous steps that are involved in identifying the salientfeatures in an image, the most time and

resource consuming step is the quadratic optimization process, or perceptual organization step. In

this research, we have experimentally demonstrated a magnetic system that would ease this task

for a computer. We have harnessed the energy minimization nature of magnetic systems to solve

the quadratic optimization problem, especially those arising in computer vision applications. We

have fabricated a magnetic system corresponding to an imageand have identified salient features

with more than 85% true positive rate. These experimental results feature the potentiality of this

unconventional computing method to develop a magnetic processor which solves such complex

problems in few clock cycles.

This unconventional computing method was first proposed by Dr. S. Sarkar and Dr. S. Bhanja

in [93, 94]. They had a vision to develop a magnetic processorthat is similar to the one in Fig. 7.1,

to solve perceptual organization problems. The compiler for this processor would process the image

and identify all the edge segments and map each edge segment to a unique nano-magnetic disk in the

two-dimensional array of nano-magnetic disks. The magnetization of the unselected nano-magnetic

disks in the two-dimensional array would be driven into a non-computing state. This mechanism

isolates a cluster of nano-magnetic disks that represent edge segments in an edge image. Finally,

the computing nano-magnetic disks in the array would be clocked into a computing state and would
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Figure 7.1: Magnetic processor.

allow the array to relax to an energy minimum. The final magnetization states of the nano-magnetic

disks would be the solution for the quadratic optimization process (perceptual organization).

The initial experimental work supporting this idea was carried out Dr. J. Pulecio and his work

can be found in his Ph.D. dissertations [85]. The work in thischapter is a continuation of Dr. J.

Pulecio′s experimental work to prove the viability of using a magnetic system to solve perceptual

organization problems. The design principles used for the nano-magnetic disks in this chapter can

be found in Dr. A. Kumai′s Ph.D. dissertations [50]. A detailed description of the simulation and

theoretical work supporting the experimental work in this chapter can be found in S. Rajaram′s and

R. Panchumarthy′s Ph.D. dissertations, respectively.

7.1 Background

In recent years magnetic nano-structures have been widely used and researched for memory

applications [82]. Information is encoded as magnetization states and it remains without power,

eliminating static power dissipation. For memory applications it is important to isolate each device
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to minimize the magnetic interaction among neighboring devices to preserve information. How-

ever, this magnetic interaction between neighboring magnets can be exploited for informational

computation. Cowburnet al. [17] were the first to experimentally demonstrate logic operation

and information propagation at room temperature using a magnetic system. Next, Imreet al. [40]

designed a nano-magnetic logic architecture and experimentally demonstrated a universal logic gate

that can compute the majority of three Boolean inputs or evenoperate as a NOR or NAND gate

by fixing the third input to either logic 1 or 0. Karunaratneet al. [44] have used ferromagnetic

and antiferromagnetic wires [88] to connect three universal logic gates [40] to construct the largest

reconfigurable nano-magnetic logic architecture to compute the majority of seven Boolean variables.

Since all the above nano-magnetic logic architectures weredesigned as an enhancement for com-

plementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) devices, itseeks to replicate traditional computing

involving Boolean logic and arithmetic operations. Nano-magnetic logic architectures compute

information by minimizing their total magnetization energy. For example, the three-input majority

logic gate designed by Imreet al. [40] has a central nano-magnetic device which is driven to an

energy minimum state by its surrounding nano-magnetic devices. This energy minimizing nature

of magnetic systems can be directly harnessed to solve quadratic optimization problems which

arise in many computer vision applications such as motion segmentation [81], correspondence [66],

figure-ground segmentation [75], clustering [101], grouping [97], subgraph matching [110] and

digital graph matching [58]. In this chapter, we have focused on one such vision problem, which

is grouping important features. This task of grouping important features is known as “perceptual

organization”.

Analyzing and identifying the interesting parts of an imageis known as “feature recognition”

in computer vision [96]. To accomplish this task the digitalimage is subjected to four stages of

image processing. We have shown an example in Fig. 7.2 of the four stages involved in feature

recognition via traditional computing. The first stage of feature recognition involves the detection

of the boundaries between the contrast differences in the image in Fig. 7.2(a). These boundaries

are known as edge segments and they can be found through an edge detection algorithm. The

edge segments in Fig. 7.2(b) of the image in Fig. 7.2(a) are found by the Canny edge detection
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Figure 7.2: Feature recognition using traditional computing.

algorithm [10]. The algorithm has five separate processing steps: smoothing, finding gradients,

non-maximum suppression, double thresholding and edge tracking by hysteresis. The clarity of the

edge image is dependent on the thoroughness of these steps. As one can see there are many edge

segments in the edge image in Fig. 7.2(b) which some of the edge segments belong to objects of

interest and the others are from the background. We exploit the fact that there is a structure and

organization in the world. Objects in the world tend to exhibit high level of symmetry, parallelism,

convexity and coherence. These properties were known to be important in human perception and

are known as Gestalt psychology [98]. The main objective in this computer vision problem is to

identify the edge segments that belong to objects in the scene and to filter out the edge segments that

belong to the background. The second stage in feature recognition involves the identification of the

edge segments that belong to objects of interest and the filtering of the edge segments that belong

to the background. For this task each pair of edge segments isassociated with a pairwise affinity

value capturing its saliency. For example, if two edges are parallel to each other, then according to

the Gestalt principle [86, 95] they are likely to belong to one object and hence the affinity should

be high. Similarly, edge segments that are close together are likely to be associated according to
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the Proximity principle [86, 95] and lines that form one straight arrangement are also likely to

be grouped according to the Continuity principle [86, 95]. To calculate the pairwise affinity value

between two edge segments there are many quantitative formsof affinity functions, but qualitatively

they capture similar aspects. The form defined in [97] captures the pairwise affinity,ai j, of the ith

and jth edge segment in an edge image and this form has been used to findthe pairwise affinity

values of the edge segments in Fig. 7.2(b). This form captures the saliency between edge segments

that are parallel, perpendicular, connected and overlapped. The particular form in [97] is expressed

as:

ai j =
√

lil jexp
−

oi j
max(li ,l j ) exp

−
dmin

max(li ,l j ) cos
2
(2ψi j) (7.1)

whereli and l j are the lengths of theith and jth edge segments respectively.ψ i j, oi j anddmin are

the angle, overlap and the minimum distance between theith and jth edge segments respectively.

As one can see from Eqn. 7.1, the pairwise affinity between twoedge segments would be high for

segments that are long and continuous, or overlap each other, or are close to each other, or are either

parallel or perpendicular to each other.

Once all the pairwise affinity values are calculated betweenall edge segments, the next task in

the second stage is to find the minimum number of edge segmentsthat maximize the total affinity

value of the edge image. This task is accomplished though a quadratic optimization process and is

mathematically expressed as:

N

∑
i=1

N

∑
j=i+1

ai jxix j +

(

b

(

N

∑
i=1

xi

)

+ k

)

(7.2)

whereai j is the pairwise affinity value between theith and jth edge segment. The pairwise affinity

value captures the parallelism, proximity and connectivity between two edge segments and we have

used the form defined in [97].xi takes the binary value of 1 if the edge segment is in a salient

group or else it takes the value of 0.N is the total number of edge segments in the image.b is

a constant andk is the size of a salient group. To solve the quadratic optimization process for

the edge image in Fig. 7.2(b), the researchers have used simulated annealing [48]. The perceptual
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organization of the edge image in Fig. 7.2(b) is shown in Fig.7.2(c). This is a hard problem to

solve using traditional Boolean logic based architecture.A conventional compiler would break this

quadratic optimization problem into multiple steps of basic arithmetic and logic operations, thereby

increasing the computational time as well as the usage of hardware resources. The third stage of

feature recognition involves the restricted matching between a model database and the perceptual

organization. This model data base is a collection of the objects of interested. The final stage

of feature recognition involves the identification and placement of the objects of interested in the

image.

In this method of feature recognition via traditional Boolean logic and arithmetic based com-

putation, the most tedious part is the quadratic optimization process. The quadratic optimization

process is an unconstrained optimization problem with a non-convex object function, which is

currently solved using a simulated annealing [48] or graph cuts method [8]. Typically, these methods

involve multiple iterations and each iteration involves many arithmetic operations, which are com-

putationally intensive for traditional logic based computing platform. The time taken to compute

the solution for the quadratic optimization process is proportional to the number of edge segments

detected in an image, which can be very large. In this chapter, we have experimentally demonstrated

a non-Boolean computation method with a magnetic system made of nano-magnetic disks that could

ease the task of perceptual grouping.

Nano-magnetic disks based computation offer a tantalizingalternative to traditional logic based

digital computing for solving quadratic optimization problems, drastically reducing the computa-

tional time and hardware resources. When a collection of nano-magnetic disks are driven to an

excited state and relaxed they tend to settle to an energy minimum state. The form of this magnetic

energy optimization function is quadratic and is dependenton the relative distance between the

nano-magnetic disks. Since perceptual organization is also an error-tolerant application (cost for

not finding the optimal solution is not high) [97] it makes perfect sense to use nano-magnetic disks

as computing elements [86].

The basic computing elements in the magnetic system are nano-magnetic disks which are made

of a soft ferromagnetic material. If we map the edge segmentsin an edge image to the nano-
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magnetic disks in a magnetic system and then stimulate the magnetic system with an external

magnetic field followed by a relaxation process allowing thesystem to settle to an energy mini-

mum, the solution for the quadratic optimization process (perceptual organization) lies in the total

magnetic energy in the magnetic system. The perceptual organization of the image can be easily

found by identifying the magnetically strongly coupled nano-magnetic disks and then finding the

corresponding edge segments.

Sarkaret al. [93] were the first to propose this unconventional non-Boolean computation using

quantum-dot cellular automata to solve quadratic optimization problems. In [94], Sarkaret al.

have simulated a magnetic system to solve a quadratic optimization problem. The basic computing

elements in the simulated magnetic system was nano-magnetic pillars with an out-of-plane mag-

netization. The edge segments in the edge image were represented with nano-magnetic pillars.

The relative placements of the nano-magnetic pillars were based on the pairwise affinity values.

Sarkaret al. have used a well-known information visualization technique in statistical analysis to

convert the edge segments to nodes and the pairwise affinity values to distance between the nodes,

which resulted in forming a distance map. Once the magnetic system was configured based on the

distance map it was stimulated with an external magnetic field and relaxed allowing a magnetic

computation to take place. When the system reached its energy minimum, magnetic measurements

of the out-of-plane magnetic component were taken. The nano-magnetic pillars with the largest

out-of-plane magnetic components were grouped and the respective edge segments were selected

as perceptually most salient. Pulecioet al. [86] fabricated a magnetic system with nano-magnetic

disks that had an in-plane magnetization to solve a quadratic optimization problem. The system

had five nano-magnetic disks that represented five edge segments. Pulecioet al. also used the same

mapping method as Sarkaret al. in [93] to map the edge segments to nano-magnetic disks. Once

the magnetic system was fabricated, stimulated and relaxedmagnetic measurements were taken by

a magnetic force microscope (MFM) and coupling strength among the nano-magnetic disks was

measured through the probe-sample interaction. The strongly coupled nano-magnetic disks were

not easily influenced by the probe whereas the weakly couplednano-magnetic disks were. This
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mechanism enabled Pulecioet al. to identify a set of strongly coupled nano-magnetic disks that

represented a group of edge segments that were perceptuallymost salient.

As it was evident from Pulecioet al. work in [86], it is difficult to experimentally obtain a

quantitative value for the magnetic coupling energy between two nano-magnetic disks. In this

research, we have used a qualitative method to experimentally identify the strongly coupled nano-

magnetic disks in the magnetic system once it has been stimulated with an external magnetic field

and then removed allowing the magnetic system to relax to an energy minimum. We have exploited

the two stable magnetization states, that is, single domainstate and vortex state of nano-magnetic

disks, to identify the strongly coupled nano-magnetic disks in the magnetic system.

7.2 Magnetization States in a Nano-Magnetic Disk

Nano-magnetic disks with nanoscale dimensions exhibit twostable magnetization states de-

pending on their internal magnetic energy. The stable magnetization states are the single domain

state where all the magnetic spins are aligned in-plane in one direction and the vortex state where

the magnetic spins have a curling configuration. Fig. 7.3 (a)and (b) shows a schematic of the spin

alignment and an MFM image of a nano-magnetic disk in the single domain state. In an MFM

image a nano-magnetic disk in the single domain state is recognized by the semicircular bright and

dark contrasts [15, 102, 113] (see Fig. 7.3 (b)). Fig. 7.4 (a)and (b) shows a schematic of a the

spin alignment and an MFM image of a nano-magnetic disk in thevortex state. In an MFM image

a nano-magnetic disk in the vortex state is recognized by thebright or dark contrasted spot at the

center of the disk [15, 102, 113] (see Fig. 7.4 (b)).

The single domain state energy for a nano-magnetic disk is determined by the magnetostatic

demagnetizing energy [37, 43] and the vortex state energy isdetermined by the exchange energy,

anisotropy energy and demagnetization energy [37, 43]. Foran isolated nano-magnetic disk these

energies are a function of its material properties and its dimensions. If the single domain state energy

is greater than the vortex state energy then the preferred magnetization is vortex state, whereas if the
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Figure 7.3: (a) Schematic diagram of a nano-magnetic disk inthe single domain state. (b) MFM
image of a nano-magnetic disk made from Permalloy with a diameter of 110 nm and thickness of 8
nm.

Figure 7.4: (a) Schematic diagram of a nano-magnetic disk inthe vortex state. (b) MFM image of a
nano-magnetic disk made from Permalloy with a diameter of 110 nm and thickness of 15 nm.
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vortex state energy is greater than the single domain state energy then the preferred magnetization is

single domain state. Cowburnet al. [16] have fabricated isolated nano-magnetic disks of diameters

ranging from 55nm to 500nm and thickness ranging from 6nm to 15nm, and have experimentally

identified a phase diagram between vortex state and single domain state. In [27, 37, 43, 51, 99] the

authors have reported a phase diagrams as a function of the disk diameter and thickness between

single domain state and vortex state for isolated nano-magnetic disks. At the boundary between

the two phases the single domain state energy is equal to vortex state energy. For the magnetic

system we have proposed and designed, we have chosen a diameter and thickness for the nano-

magnetic disks towards the close vicinity of phase boundaryin the vortex state region. If we apply

an external magnetic field in the in-plane direction for the nano-magnetic disks in this region, then

the magnetic spins in the nano-magnetic disk would align with the external magnetic field resulting

in a single domain state. Once the external magnetic field is removed the magnetic spins would

relax to their original curling configuration. This external magnetic field can be in the form of stray

fields of neighboring nano-magnetic disks. If the magnetic stray fields are strong enough, then the

nano-magnetic disk would remain in a single domain state whereas if the magnetic stray fields were

weak, then the magnetization of the nano-magnetic disk would settle back to vortex state.

This phenomenon was validated by micromagnetic simulationexperiments conducted by S.

Rajaram. Next, the micromagnetic simulation experiments were extended to two nano-magnetic

disks to observe a relationship between the magnetic coupling energy and the magnetization states

of the nano-magnetic disks. A detailed description of the simulation experiments can be found in S.

Rajaram′s Ph.D. dissertation. Analyzing the simulation data in [90], we have concluded that when

both the nano-magnetic disks are in single domain state the coupling energy has a high value and

when both the nano-magnetic disks are in vortex state the coupling energy has minimal value. To

identify the strongly coupled nano-magnetic disks with critical dimensions in a magnetic system we

have used this qualitative method.

To solve the perceptual organization problem with a magnetic system comprised with nano-

magnetic disks that exhibit single domain state and vortex state magnetization states for the same

geometry, it is important to find the correspondence betweenthe magnetic hamiltonian (an energy
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expression for the magnetic system) and the quadratic optimization process. To develop the mag-

netic Hamiltonian, we need to represent the multiple magnetization states of a nano-magnetic disk

with single continuous variable. For this task, we have proposed a magnetization state vector model

(a vector model) that represents the magnetization states of a nano-magnetic disk.

7.3 Magnetization State Vector Model

In the magnetization state vector model, the magnetizationstates of a nano-magnetic disk is

represented with a vector. The magnetization inside a nano-magnetic disk is represented with a

vector field. The vector field has a curling formation around its vortex center. As the vectors in the

vector field approach closer to the vortex center they gradually change from the in-place direction

to the out-of-plane direction. The disk center of a nano-magnetic disk could be on or in between the

vortex center and a point that is at an infinite distance. If the disk center was at an infinite distance

the vector field in the nano-magnetic disk would have a unidirectional in-plane formation whereas

if the disk center was on the vortex center the vector field would have a curling formation around

the nano-magnetic disk center. In the curling formation, while the vector field is spinning around

the disk center, it also gradually changes from the in-planedirection to the out-of-plane direction as

it gets closer to the disk center (vortex center) from the disk circumference. If the vortex center was

at a point in between the disk center and an infinite point the vector field would have a C-formation.

Thereby the magnetization state of a nano-magnetic disk could be represented by a vector that is

pointing from the vortex center to the disk center.

In the magnetization state vector model, the nano-magneticdisk is segmented into magnetic

elements and the magnetization of each magnetic element is represented with a single vector (mag-

netic vector -M = mii + mjj + mkk). We have assumed that as long as the size and the material

of the magnetic elements in a nano-magnetic disk are similar, the magnitude of the magnetization

will remain constant but the direction of the magnetic vector will vary along the normal plane to the

line segment connecting the magnetic element and the vortexcenter. We have modeled a magnetic
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Figure 7.5: Vector diagram of a magnetic elementm1 and vortex centerv1 of the magnetic vector
M. The black dot represents the magnetic element and the red point represents the vortex center.

vector of a magnetic element that is at an infinite distance away from its vortex center to have an

in-plane direction (thek-component of the magnetic vector will be zero). As the magnetic element

gets closer to the vortex center thek-component of the magnetic vector exponentially increases. The

magnetic element at vortex center will only havek-component in the magnetic vector (i-component

andj-component are zero).

The vector diagram in Fig. 7.5 represents the vector notations used for and to derive the magneti-

zation state vector model. The circle in gray in Fig. 7.5 signifies a nano-magnetic disk with its center

at point(a,b,0) and a radius ofr. The black dot on the circle signifies a magnetic element,mi, at

the point(x,y,0) and it is represented with the vectorR. The vectorM represents the magnetization

of the magnetic element. The vectorM has its vortex center,vi, at the point(m,n,0) and it is

represented with the vectorP. The vector from the vortex centervi to the magnetic element mi is

represented by the vectorD. The vectorK starts at point(0,0,0) and is a unit vector in the Z-axis

direction.

The vectors in Fig. 7.5 are expressed as:
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R = xi+ yj+0k (7.3)

P = mi+nj+0k (7.4)

where

m = |P|cos β andn = |P|sin β

D = R−P (7.5)

D = (x− (|P|cos β )) i+(y− (|P|sin β )) j+0k (7.6)

K = 0 i+0 j+k (7.7)

The vectorm is defined as the unit vector ofM.

m =
M
|M|

(7.8)

The unit magnetic vectorm is expressed as:

m = a K+b

(

K×D
|K||D|

)

(7.9)

where

a2 + b2 = 1

We have modeled the amplitudea of the unit vectorm to be an inverse exponential to the

magnitude of vectorD. The amplitudea is then expressed as:

a = e
−|D|

τ (7.10)
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whereτ is the distance along the vectorD and it is a constant.

To keep the magnitude of the unit vectorm unity, we have reduced the amplitude of the vector
(

K×D
|K||D|

)

by factor ofb. The amplitudeb is modeled as:

b =

√

1− e
−2|D|

τ (7.11)

Substituting the values ofa andb to Eqn. 7.9, we have expressed the unit magnetic vectorm as:

m = e
−|D|

τ K+(

√

(1− e
−2|D|

τ ))
K×D
| K||D|

(7.12)

The magnetic vectorM is expressed as:

M = λm (7.13)

whereλ is based on the size and magnetic material of the magnetic elementmi.

M = λ
(

e
−|D|

τ K+(

√

(1− e
−2|D|

τ ))
K×D
| K||D|

)

(7.14)

It is evident from Eqn. 7.14 that the vectorM is only dependent on the vectorD. Therefore, we

can predict the magnetization state of a nano-magnetic diskwith the magnitude and the direction of

vectorD. (A vector can be expressed as a combination of its magnitudeand the angle it makes with

the X-axis.) If the magnitude of the vectorD is |D| and the angle it makes with the X-axis isθ , then

the magnetic vectorM is dependent on|D| andθ and could be expressed as:

M(|D| ,θ) = λ
(

e
−|D|

τ K+(

√

(1− e
−2|D|

τ ))
K×D
| K||D|

)

(7.15)

Figs. 7.6, 7.7, 7.8 shows the MATLAB simulations of the vector field M, for a single domain

state, C-state and a vortex state, respectively, in a nano-magnetic disk with its disk center at(0,0,0).

(A detailed description of the MATLAB code can be found in R. Panchumarthy′s Ph.D. disserta-

tion.) As predicted when the|D| value was large the vector field was unidirectional and when it
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Figure 7.6: Magnetic vector fields of single domain state. (a) Single domain state, (|D| = ∞, θ = 0)
- 2D plot. (b) Single domain state, (|D| = ∞, θ = 0) - 3D plot. (c) Single domain state, (|D| =
∞, θ = 45) - 2D plot. (d) Single domain state, (|D| = ∞, θ = 45) - 3D plot. (One unit represents
0.5 nm.)

was close to the disk center the vector field had a curling formation. Any intermediate value for|D|

resulted in a vector field with a C shape formation.

7.4 Design of the Magnetic Layout

The special arrangement of the nano-magnetic disks in the magnetic system is dependent upon

the correspondence between the quadratic optimization process and the magnetic hamiltonian of

the magnetic system. The magnetic hamiltonian for a magnetic system of this nature, that is,

having nano-magnetic disks (same dimensions) with multiple magnetization states depending on
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Figure 7.7: Magnetic vector fields of C- state. (a) C-State, (|D| = 150,θ = 0) - 2D plot. (b) C-State,
(|D| = 150,θ = 0) - 3D plot. (c) C-State, (|D| = 150,θ = 45) - 2D plot. (d) C-State, (|D| = 150,
θ = 45) - 3D plot. (One unit represents 0.5 nm.)
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Figure 7.8: Magnetic vector fields of vortex state. (a) Vortex state, (|D| = 0, θ = 0) - 2D plot. (b)
Vortex state, (|D| = 0, θ = 0) - 3D plot. (c) Vortex state, (|D| = 0, θ = 45) - 2D plot. (d) Vortex
state, (|D| = 0, θ = 45) - 3D plot. (One unit represents 0.5 nm.)
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Figure 7.9: (a) Gray scale real world image. (b) Edge image of(a). (c) Distance map of the edge
image in (b).

the magnetic coupling energy in the system, was developed byR. Panchumarthy. To develop the

magnetic hamiltonian R. Panchumarthy used the concept of the magnetization state representation

method from the magnetization state vector model in section7.3, the simulation data from the

simulation experiments carried out by S. Rajaram and the basic micromagnetic theory (dipole

energy equation in [70, 119]). A detailed description of themagnetic hamiltonian can be found

in R. Panchumarthy′s Ph.D. dissertation.

Based on the correspondence between the magnetic hamiltonian and the quadratic optimization

process, Dr. S. Sarkar and Dr. S. Bhanja mapped the edge segments in Fig. 7.9(b) to a configuration

of points in a 2D space (distance map). To arrange the nano-magnetic disks in a 2D space they used

a well-established information visualization method known as multidimensional scaling (MDS) [1].

The distance map for the edge image in Fig. 7.9(b) can be seen in Fig. 7.9(c). By placing nano-

magnetic disks on the 2D points generated by MDS (magnetic layout in Fig. 7.9(c)) and allowing a

magnetic computation to take place we can find the solution for the perceptual organization problem.

The solution is found by identifying the single domain statenano-magnetic disks in the magnetic

system and then by grouping the corresponding edge segmentsas the salient edge segments.
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7.5 Fabrication and Characterization Process

To experimentally validate the unconventional non-Boolean computing method proposed in this

chapter, we fabricated magnetic systems that had a similar layout to Fig 7.9(c). Five layouts were

designed based on Fig 7.9(c) using DesignCAD 2000NT. The layouts were varied by the disk diame-

ter. The diameter was varied from 105nm to 145nm in steps of 10nm and each layout has 149 disks.

The magnetic systems were fabricated on a Silicon wafer. Initially the Silicon wafer was cleaned

with an RCA cleaning procedure to remove all organic, ionic,oxide and heavy metal contaminants.

The clean Silicon wafer was coated with a uniform layer of 950Polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA)

via a Laurell Technologies WS-400A-8NPP/Lite Spin Processor. The thickness of the PMMA was

measured to be approximately 35nm. To achieve this thickness the PMMA was dissolved with

Anisole. To remove the unwanted residual solvents on the wafer, the wafer was baked in an oven

at 170oC for 30 minutes. Once the wafer was cooled down to room temperature the wafer was

loaded into a Hitachi SU-70 scanning electron microscope retrofitted with a Nabity NPGS system

to expose the patterns. An acceleration voltage of 30kV and a beam current of 25pA were used to

expose the layouts of the magnetic systems. The exposed wafer was unloaded and submerged in a

Methyl isobutyl ketone/Isopropanol (3:1) developer solution for 60 seconds. The wafer was aerated

with Nitrogen and mounted in the chamber of a Varian Model 980-2462 electron beam evaporator

to deposit a uniform layer of Permalloy. The evaporation took place in a 2µTorr vacuum at a rate of

2 Ås−1 for 55 seconds resulting with an 11nm uniform film. Subsequently the wafer was removed

from the chamber and submerged in a heated Acetone bath for 10minutes to accomplish the liftoff

procedure.

The samples were characterized with the combination of a scanning electron microscope (SEM)

and an atomic force microscope (AFM) to identify the defect-free magnetic systems. A defect-free

magnetic system was chosen from each layout. The SEM and AFM measurements were used to

measure the average diameter and average thickness of the nano-magnetic disks in each magnetic

system, respectively. The defect-free samples were then subjected to magnetic force microscopy

(MFM) characterizations.
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We also fabricated samples with thicknesses varying from 6nm to 18nm and diameters varying

from 105 nm to 145 nm. We observed through MFM characterization the magnetization of the

magnetic systems that had nano-magnetic disks with a thickness greater than 14nm to be only in

vortex state and nano-magnetic disks with a thickness less than 8nm to be only in single domain

state.

7.6 Experimental Setup

For the magnetic systems to compute information it requiresstimulation and a relaxation pro-

cess. To stimulate and relax the magnetic system we providedan external magnetic field in the form

of a pulse. To provide the external magnetic field, we used a direct current (DC) electromagnet

powered by a 300W DC power supply. To take measurements of theexternal magnetic field

provided to the sample we used a National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) calibrated

Gauss meter by AlphaLab. The sample was placed in between twoopposite magnetic poles in the

electromagnet to provide a uniform out-of-plane hard axis external magnetic field. The external

magnetic field was ramped up to 80mT in 0.1 seconds and kept constant for 0.5 seconds followed

by a ramp down over 0.1 seconds.

Once the samples were stimulated and allowed to relax to their energy minimums, qualitative

magnetic measurements of the magnetic systems were taken from a VEECO DI 300 scanning probe

microscope in the MFM mode. A low moment (magnetic moment of 0.3e−13 EMU) MFM tip was

used to take the measurements and to minimize distortion on the magnetic system.

7.7 Results and Discussion

Fig. 7.10 through Fig. 7.14 shows the SEM image, MFM image, magnetization layout and the

perceptual organization of the five magnetic systems fabricated. Tables 7.1 through 7.5 shows the
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Table 7.1: Performance evaluation of the first magnetic system.
Magnetic
System

Avg. thickness of the
nano-magnetic disks

Avg. diameter of the
nano-magnetic disks

True posi-
tive %

False posi-
tive %

1 10.7nm 145nm 83 31

average thickness of the nano-magnetic disks in the respective magnetic system, average diameter

of nano-magnetic disks in the respective magnetic system, and true positive percentage and false

positive percentage of the perceptual organization. Each magnetic system has 149 nano-magnetic

disks that corresponded to an edge segment in the edge image in Fig 7.9(b). The average thickness

was calculated from the AFM measurements and the average diameter was calculated from the

SEM measurements. It is clearly evident from the MFM images that some of the nano-magnetic

disks in the magnetic systems have semicircular bright and dark contrast while the others have a

bright or dark contrasted spot in the center of the disk. The semicircular bright and dark con-

trasts represent single domain state whereas the bright or dark contrasted spots represent vortex

states [15, 102, 113]. The MFM images were analyzed and the nano-magnetic disks with a single

domain state were marked with a red dot and vortex state were marked with a yellow dot on the

magnetization layout. The true positive percentage and false positive percentage were computed

by comparing the perceptual organizations computed from the magnetic systems and the perceptual

organization computed with the traditional computing method in section 7.1 (Fig 7.2). The true

positive percentages represent the number of salient edge segments that are correctly identified.

The false positive percentages represent the non-salient edge segments identified as salient edges.

Fig. 7.10(a) shows the SEM image of the first magnetic system fabricated. The nano-magnetic

disks in the fist magnetic system have an average diameter of 145 nm and an average thickness of

10.7 nm. Fig. 7.10(c) shows the marked single domain state and vortex state nano-magnetic disks

based off the MFM image in Fig. 7.10(b). Fig. 7.10(d) shows the computed salient edge segments

by the first magnetic system. The first magnetic system has identified salient features with more

than 83% true positive rate. Summary of these results are given in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.10: (a) SEM images of the first magnetic systems. (b)MFM images of the first magnetic
systems. (c) Magnetization state layout (yellow - vortex state and red - single domain state) of (b).
(d) Perceptual organization.

Table 7.2: Performance evaluation of the second magnetic system.
Magnetic
System

Avg. thickness of the
nano-magnetic disks

Avg. diameter of the
nano-magnetic disks

True posi-
tive %

False posi-
tive %

2 11.7nm 137.4nm 86 35
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Figure 7.11: (a) SEM images of the second magnetic systems. (b) MFM images of the second
magnetic systems. (c) Magnetization state layout (yellow -vortex state and red - single domain
state) of (b). (d) Perceptual organization.
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Table 7.3: Performance evaluation of the third magnetic system.
Magnetic
System

Avg. thickness of the
nano-magnetic disks

Avg. diameter of the
nano-magnetic disks

True posi-
tive %

False posi-
tive %

3 11.6nm 129nm 83 39

Table 7.4: Performance evaluation of the fourth magnetic system.
Magnetic
System

Avg. thickness of the
nano-magnetic disks

Avg. diameter of the
nano-magnetic disks

True posi-
tive %

False posi-
tive %

4 11.3nm 112.2nm 67 34

Fig. 7.11(a) shows the SEM image of the second magnetic system fabricated. The nano-

magnetic disks in the second magnetic system have an averagediameter of 137.4 nm and an average

thickness of 11.7 nm. Fig. 7.11(c) shows the marked single domain state and vortex state nano-

magnetic disks based off the MFM image in Fig. 7.11(b). Fig. 7.11(d) shows the computed salient

edge segments by the second magnetic system. The second magnetic system was able recognize

salient edge segments with a true positive rate more than 86%. Summary of these results are given

in Table 7.2.

The SEM image in Fig. 7.12(a) shows the third magnetic systemfabricated. The nano-magnetic

disks in the third magnetic system have an average diameter of 129.0 nm and an average thickness

of 11.6 nm. Fig. 7.12(c) shows the marked single domain state and vortex state nano-magnetic disks

based off the MFM image in Fig. 7.12(b). Fig. 7.12(d) shows the computed salient edge segments

by the third magnetic system. The third magnetic system was able recognize salient edge segments

with a true positive rate more than 83%. Summary of these results are given in Table 7.3.

The SEM image in Fig. 7.13(a) shows the fourth magnetic system fabricated. The nano-

magnetic disks in the fourth magnetic system have an averagediameter of 112.2 nm and an average

thickness of 11.3 nm. Fig. 7.13(c) shows the marked single domain state and vortex state nano-

magnetic disks based off the MFM image in Fig. 7.13(b). Fig. 7.13(d) shows the computed salient

edge segments by the fourth magnetic system. The fourth magnetic system was able recognize
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Figure 7.12: (a) SEM images of the third magnetic systems. (b) MFM images of the third magnetic
systems. (c) Magnetization state layout (yellow - vortex state and red - single domain state) of (b).
(d) Perceptual organization.
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Figure 7.13: (a) SEM images of the fourth magnetic systems. (b) MFM images of the fourth
magnetic systems. (c) Magnetization state layout (yellow -vortex state and red - single domain
state) of (b). (d) Perceptual organization.
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Table 7.5: Performance evaluation of the fifth magnetic system.
Magnetic
System

Avg. thickness of the
nano-magnetic disks

Avg. diameter of the
nano-magnetic disks

True posi-
tive %

False posi-
tive %

5 10.8nm 103.5nm 83 39

salient edge segments with a true positive rate more than 67%. Summary of these results are given

in Table 7.4.

Fig. 7.14(a) shows the SEM image of the fifth magnetic system fabricated. The nano-magnetic

disks in the fifth magnetic system have an average diameter of103.5 nm and an average thickness

of 10.8 nm. Fig. 7.14(c) shows the marked single domain state and vortex state nano-magnetic disks

based off the MFM image in Fig. 7.14(b). Fig. 7.14(d) shows the computed salient edge segments

by the fifth magnetic system. The fifth magnetic system has identified salient features with more

than 83% true positive rate. Summary of these results are given in Table 7.5.
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Figure 7.14: (a) SEM images of the fifth magnetic systems. (b)MFM images of the fifth magnetic
systems. (c) Magnetization state layout (yellow - vortex state and red - single domain state) of (b).
(d) Perceptual organization.
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7.8 Conclusion

This research is a proof of concept for the viability of usinga magnetic system to solve a

quadratic optimization problem. It was evident that the variations in thickness and diameter within

the critical dimensions did not affect the final output. Thisevidence supports the consistency of the

magnetic system. Out of the five magnetic systems, four were able to identify 80% or more of the

salient edge segments in the image. If the nano-magnetic disks have rough surfaces they will act

stubbornly and not couple with the neighboring nano-magnetic disks. In general, the performance

of the magnetic systems can be improved through the fabrication process.

We have only fabricated the selected (the node on the distance map) nano-magnetic disks. The

actual magnetic processor would be a closely placed two dimensional array of nano-magnetic

disks that are integrated with an underlying layer of MOSFETtransistors to read/write/ clock

each individual disk (see Fig. 7.1). To develop this magnetic processor we first need to fabricate

multilayer nano-magnetic disks and observe the same phenomena as in the single layer nano-

magnetic disks. Once that is accomplished we need to connectaccess transistor to write/clock/read

the multilayer nano-magnetic disks. This hybrid device allows us to convert electrical signals to

magnetic signals and vice versa. The compiler for this processor would process the image and

identify all the edge segments and map each edge segment to a unique nano-magnetic disk in

the two dimensional array of nano-magnetic disks. The magnetization of the unselected nano-

magnetic disks in the two dimensional array would be driven into a non-computing state. This

mechanism isolates a cluster of nano-magnetic disks that represent edge segments in an edge image.

Finally, the computing nano-magnetic disks in the array would be clocked into a computing state

and would allow the array to relax to an energy minimum. The final magnetization states of

the nano-magnetic disks would be the solution for the quadratic optimization process (perceptual

organization). With this unconventional computing mechanism we have simplified a complex vision

computation problem to a single input/output clock cycle.
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Chapter 8: Conclusion

Driven by the need for better electronic appliances we have studied nano-magnetic devices as

a computational device which has the potential to replace metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect

transistor (MOSFET) technology. The fundamental computational unit of a nano-magnetic device

is a single domain magnet that has dimensions in the nano regime. These devices process data

by magnetic field interaction with their nearest neighbors and they store data in their magnetization

state. Nano-magnetic devices have shown a promise in (i) ultra-low energy stand-by power (ii) room

temperature operation (ii) stability over extreme environment (radiation-hardened) (iv) robustness

towards thermal noise and (v) instant-on functionality (nobooting time). Due to these attractive

reasons we have focused the research in this dissertation for the development of nano-magnetic

devices as a computation element.

In this work, we have taken an effort to reliably propagate data in a ferromagnetic wire architec-

ture. We experimentally observed that if we need to propagate data from the input cell to the output

cell the nano-magnetic device needs to be subjected to a clocking field. This validated the simulation

observations by Csabaet al. [18]. Subjecting the fabricated ferromagnetic wire architecture to an

out-of-plane clocking field allowed us to successfully propagate data from the input to the output.

Next, we interconnected three three-input majority logic gates with ferromagnetic and anti-

ferromagnetic wire architectures to implement a seven-input majority logic architecture to realize

the reliable computation ability of nano-magnetic devices. The nano-magnetic logic architecture

was comprised of 38 single layer nano-magnetic devices thathad dimensions of 100nm x 50 nm

x 10 nm and spaced 20nm apart. We have captured MFM images of the seven-input majority
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gate architecture computing the correct output. To this date this is the largest nano-magnetic logic

architecture that has been fabricated and has no magnetic frustrations.

Even though we have observed error free operation in nano-magnetic logic architectures, it

became evident that we needed better control over individual single layer nano-magnetic devices.

To address this we have proposed a multilayer nano-magneticdevice. The multilayer device has a

bottom layer with perpendicular magnetization, a middle layer of non-magnetic conducting metal

and top layer with in-plane magnetization. We have named this device a Spin Valve Based Nano-

magnetic-logic (SVBN) device. MFM images of the top layers of the SVBN device reveal perfect

magnetic alignment in the three-input majority logic gate and in the ferromagnetic and antiferro-

magnetic wire architectures. Our future goal is to connect access transistors to the SVBN devices to

convert magnetic signal to electrical signals and vice versa. With these hybrid devices, we achieved

the possibility to use spin polarized current to write data on to the top layer and clock the top layer at

the appropriate time to process information. By engineering the bottom layer of the output SVBN

device to have a tilted magnetization, it allows us to read the device by giant magnetoresistance

(GMR). With these hybrid devices we can achieve the final goalof reliable computation.

Finally, we have experimentally demonstrated a magnetic system that could be used to solve

quadratic optimization problems that arise in computer vision applications. We fabricated a mag-

netic system that correspond to a real world image and demonstrated its computation capability.

The magnetic system identified the salient features in the image with a true positive rate of 86%.

This work was a proof of concept of the viability of using a magnetic system to solve a quadratic

optimization problem. Our future goal is to use multilayer nano-magnetic devices that are connected

to access transistors to implement a magnetic processor that could potentially solve any quadratic

optimization problems.
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